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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Holland
the Town Where Folks
Really Live
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of Leonard Mastenbrookof Kal-
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Holland Since 1972

Hornets Tie

in Suit

GRAND HAVEN-The

The News Has Been A
ConstructiveBooster for

amazoo, who died of injuries
resulting from a traffic acei-| 4
Donald Strange, assistantdir- dent on US-31 near Holland KALAMAZOO
Kalamazoo
ector of Holland City Hospital, : Aprji
1970^ Was awarded College jumped out to a cornwill be the speaker at the monjudgement of $15,000 in Ottawa manding 31-15 bulge in the first
thly Chamber of Commerce Circuit Court
|ha|f hne Wednesday evening
Early Bird breakfast Tuesday, Grace Mastenbrook, execu- . .
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March 2, at 7:30 a m. in Hotel trix for the estate,had filed a fnd held off a furious HoPe Co!*
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If a pressure
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followingtraffic
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in Holland Dis-

Warm
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Spec. 4 Roger L. Walters

improper turn. $15.
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won the first
meeting from the Maroons,
58-54.

The
when

Hornets Pop

ter to

overcome a

55-48 lead the

Maroons held going into

the

final period.

The teams put on an excellent
display of basketball, and until

ifor 41 per cent, while theHIornets made three less field goals,

the overtimes shot well from
the floor. The Maroons hit 31
per cent in the first quarter,
then averaged 53 per cent for
the next three periods. The
Bears hit 22 per cent in the
second quarter, and also averaged 53 per cent for the other

23 of 61 for a 37 per cent average.

Hope Jayvees

overtime came about
Joseph canned 10 bas-

St.

kets in 18 tries in the final quar-

able to only sink 26 of 62gho'.s

Vietnam

improper backing, $15; Thomas
Veltman, of 1024 West 32nd St., I Spec. 4 Roger L. Wolters,

$15.'

78-76 triumph.
St. Joseph also

committee.

Freddie Turic, of 245 East 11th
St., red light. $15; Duane

den Bosch, of 136 South Elm,
Zeeland, red light, $15; David
Vander Kamp. route 3, slop
sign, $15; Menno Vander Kooi,
of 105 Fairview Rd., Zeeland,

teams battled to a tremendous
double overtime game in the
Civic Center, which was filled
with thrills and excitement, before the Bears came off with a
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uimcc

Van-1 MCW
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Friend.
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and Holland Christian basketball
teams should be set. The two
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damage suit July 16, 1970, seek- e8® ra -v
m'n*
His subject will be “Develop- ing $100,000.Mastenbrook died utes to take a 62-59 M1AA hasment of the Computer Services April 13 from injuriesreceived ketball decision in Tredway
in the accident, on US-31 at gym
Center.”
Beeline rd. in Holland Town’ Strange served as chairman
The 59 points scored by the
of the Computer Services Com- ship.
u
Defendantsin the case were Dutchmen is their lowest tally
mittee which dates back to
March, S'wheTa feasibilityMarvin an(1 Dorothy NienhuLs of the season and comes after
study was launched. Each city ,of Holland. Mrs. Nicnhuis was upsetting tough Olivet College,
department had two members ,bo driver of a 1969 car which 104.92 last Saturday,
on the
colHded with a truck in which Both teams were cold from
Strange will be assisted by a Mastenbrook was a passenger,
the field, as the Dutchmen were
panel of three specialists,all

Randall Pittman, of 293 West

22nd St., right of way, $15;
Harland Smith, of 195 West 14th
St., right of way, $15; Robert
Smith. Belmont,speeding, $15;
Bruce Ter Haar, of 258 West
20th St., speeding, $15; Gary
Tinsley, of 408 Hempstead,

.

packed game

needed to get ready for

tournament time, the St. Joseph

|

The

is

22,

The big differencecame from
the free throw lane, as Hope
only had 10 chances and made
B^Vof
-ived ,ate WedKALAMAZOO - The Hornets good on seven of them for 70
of Kalamazoo College popped per cent while the Hornets took
light, $15: Chris De Vries, of nesday bY his parents, Mr. and
the Hope College junior varsity 20 shots and netted 16 for 80
589 Van Raalte Ave., speeding, 1 Mrs. Steven H. Wolters, of 483
three periods.
basketball teams four - game per cent.
$15: Robert De Weerd. of 827 1 Graafschap Rd.
Christian started slowly and
“We knew if they made their
winning streak here Wednesday
Maywood Dr., speeding, $15; | According t0 the telegrami
trailed 8-3 before Ron Scholten
night by taking a slim 67-65 vie- free throws that we would he
Raymond De Witt, Hamilton,
connected for the Maroons’ first
Specialist Wolters was slightly
tory in
|n trouble and we also felt that
assured clear distance, $15.
bucket of the game with more
wounded by small arms fire
The Hornets, who got the tip if they would miss them, that
Robert De Witt, of 5935 96th
than four minutes gone. The
in the overtime held onto the we would eventually pull out the
Aye., Zeeland, assured clear while on a military mission
pace then picked up with the
when a hostile force was enball until 30 seconds were left decision,” said Coach Russ Dcdistance,$15: Steven Hoekstra,
Bears holding a 19-13 lead at
and after finallytaking a shot Vette.
of 348 Lincoln Ave., speeding, countered. He was wounded
the quarter.
while attempting to aid another
Hope's surge was led by the
and missing, the Hornets grab$25: Mary Jacobs, of 99 TimThe Maroons took the lead on
bed the rebound and called time playmaking and scoring of
berwood Lane, assured clear wounded individual, and rea Phil Tuls basket at 2:36 of
ceived a fracturedright leg,
guard Doug Smith and the reout.
distance. $15: Sylvia Kalman, of
the second period and held a
both the tibia and fibula. He
Guard Pat Cunninghamwas bounding and clutch scoring of
1495 Center St., Zeeland, right
33-29 margin at halftime. Scholwas treated and is hospitalized
the hero for the Hornets as he suh Have Harmelink.
Donald E. Strange
of way, $15
ten, playing one of his best
let loose with a 25-footerwith "Smith played his best game
Michael Moore, of 750 Aster. ! >n^‘^naramembers of the committee.
games of the season, had 15
of
the
season
while
Harmelink
speeding, $20; Wallie Olund, of; ^ol.ters ,aUeDded P^11' They are John Fonger, city one second to play and when the
points in the first half, and conball actually went through the did a job for us coming off the
,16!) Columbia Ave., driving ’01!?01* and is a graduate of
tinued on for a game-high 32
auditor; Frank Sherburn of the
bench,’’
DeVette
continued.
“But
hoop, time had already expirwithout lights. $15; Gerald Pet-:“oll"nl
,0He,°"- Library Board and Gordon
counters.
you got to give Kalamazoo creed.
roelje, of 34 East 30th St., im- tcr.ed, 1llct army Feb. 18 9(0.
With the Maroons hitting 65
Schrotenboer,office manager Jack Klunder of Hope, who dit, they hung in there and did
proper passing. $15; David a^. Ie(t f<!r V*1"™ 'a*1 >“1*' for the Board of Public Works.
per cent and the Bears 50 per
a
good
job.”
tallied 16 markers sent the game
Pvle, of 10615 Paw Paw Dr., .«'* ™ai u* address ,s Hnscent in the third quarter, ChrisStrange has been assistant into overtime by droppingin a
It took Hope three minutes
st'op sign, $10; Emily Schau- P"al Mal1 J?Etlon. Ap0
tian twice held 12-point leads,
directorfor general, administra- fielder with six seconds to play. and one second to score its first
mann, of 4455 Lakesiiore Dr„ | Pfancisco 96147.
and were up 55-48 at the
tive and fiscal services at the However, it all turned out for tally and before they knew it,
red light, $15.
period’s close. Scholten hit five
hospital for three years, and is naught, as the Dutchmen nev- they were down bv 14 points.
Dennis Slikkers, of 159 East
baskets in the period, while
beginning his second year as er got possession of the ball in 18-4.
35th St., speeding. $15; Larry
Mike Knuth, held to two points
chairman of the Computer Ser- the overtime session.
While the Dutchmen couldn’t
Souder, of 5464 ButternutDr.,
in the first half, tallied nine for
vices Committee. He acquired
Mike Zylstra led the Dutch- find the lid to the basket, forspeeding. $15; Kenneth Vander Products Sales
STRONG DEFENSE — Ron Scholten (25) of Holland the Bears in the third stanza.
researchexperiencewith com- men with 17 counters while wards Dick Winkley and Dave
Molen, Hamilton, assured clear
Christian, who led the Maroons in scoring with 32 points
St. Joseph went ahead, 61-59
puters while attending Michigan Tim Graham chipped in with Lee were pumping them in left
distance, *$15; Vernon Wassink,
Profits
before the Maroons tallied seven
Tuesday
evening
in
the
Civic
Center,
shows
Stan
Watts
(23)
and
right
for
“K”.
State University.
16 points. Creighton Baldwin
Hamilton, assured clear disstraight and led 66-61 with 2:08
of St. Joseph that he can also play tough defense. Phil
Dan Shinabarger kept Hope
had 19 points for the winners.
tance, $15; James Westfield, of
An increase in sales and proto play. Jeff Mort and Scott
De Jong (30) of the Maroons is also pictured. The Bears
Hope ended the season with in the game in the first half by
608 East Main Zeeland right of fits for combined operations of
Marutz tallied for St. Joe, and
a 8-7 mark and Coach Van Wieredged the Maroons in double overtime, 78-76.
way $15.
the LouisvilleBedding Co. and
Scholten made two from the
en stated, “I’m sure proud of
(Sentinelphoto)
Glen Zoerhof, route 5, speed- Holland Cotton Products for the
charity
stripe,and it was 68-65
the way these boys have iming. $27.50; Patsy Baldwin, of first quarter of the company’s
with 55 seconds left. Marutz
proved
this season and I’m
343 Fourth Ave.. improper back- 1 year (fiscal year starts in OctI made it 68-67 with 40 seconds to
looking forward to next year.”
Scouts
ing. $15; Kirk Beerthuis, of 720 ober) was reported today by
go. Phil De Jong hit a charity
East Eighth St., no tail lights, Bernard Arenshorst,president
itoss for the Maroons with 31
Longfellow
$15; Kenneth Breuker, West : of Holland Cotton Products. The
seconds on the clock, and Mort
Olive, assured clear distance, local company is a wholly ownsent the game into overtime
GRAND HAVEN - The Ot$15; Douglas Cough, West Olive, j ed subsidiary of LouisvilleBedwith a bucket at the 15 second
tawa Area IntermediateBoard
stop sign.
ding.
mark, tying the score at 69-all.
Cub Scout Pack 3055 sponsorLarry Erickson, Nunica, stop Net sales for the quarter of Educationhas authorized the
Both teams had their chances
sign, $15; Michael Hansen, of totaled $4,554,000and the net payment of $27,400 for 50 acres
ed by the PTO of Longfellow
in
the first overtime, but could
LANSING - Willis M. OosterA build-up of ice on electrical
264 Lakeshore Dr., assured operating profit $173,000. This is of land to be used as the site
School, held its Blue and Gold
not find the hoop, as St. Joseph
hof. M. 751 Central Ave., Holclear distance, $15; Maxine a 10 per cent increase in net for the trainable center for inwires and winds Monday knock- hu
mVZn'ine’ SotT^d
land died in his Lansing hotel
Banquet in the gymnasium of
Houle. West Olive, right of way, sales and a 13.1 per cent in- termediatedistrictstudents.
Ungfellow
School Feb. 18. The ed out electrical service to , one of two from the free throw
room
Tuesday
evening
from
an
$15; Iceland Maharry, Sauga- crease in net earnings over the The school attorney has indicatCub Scout leader, Alton Kooy about 1,500 Consumers Power 'line, while Christian was one of
ed a clear title on the land apparent heart attack. He was
tuck, improper turn,
same quarter last year.
serving as assistant to the aders, led the opening ceremo- Co. customers in Ottawa and [ive *roni fl001" and one of
which
is
centrally
located
in
James Morren, of 304 West With one month gone in the
ministrator of the Michigan Denies. A potluck dinner was held Allegan
foiJr
w
Lawrence,Zeeland, right of second fiscal quarter, incoming the county.
with each scout and his family '
a shot at the buzzer sending the
The board expressed grave partment of Social Services at
way. $15; Christine Nykamp, of orders are running 13.8 per cent
Consumerssaid the outages game into the second overtime
the time of his death.
4
Birchwood, imprudent ahead of the same period last concern over financial cuts in
Awards were given by Kooy- 1 lasted from about one-half hour with the score at 72-72. In reguBorn
in New Era to the late
speed. $15: Paula Ortman, of year. and it appears economic school support from the state
ers, as follows: David Plagge-hour to six
Nation time Christian hit 13 of
Rev. and Mrs. Albert Ooster165 Elwill Ct., assured clear dis- conditions in the home furnish- and the possible effects on spehof, he graduated from Hope
mars, silver arrow; John Beck- ^ Hardest hit were areas north 16 attemPts
free throw
tance. $15; Dale Scholten, of ings industryshould improve cial education.
Doug Smith
man. Bear, gold arrow
., lane.
College summa cum laude in
348 West 35th St., assured this year. This coupled with the The State Health department 1928. After earning a masters
plays ‘best game’
three silver arrows; Rick
cu 0 and sou
John Gorton scored the winclear distance. $15 suspended. fact that the company is pay- is indicated definite optimism
citizenshipaward: Jon Sanders, of Holland where power was ning basket for the Bears with
degree at the University of
Joseph Sobota, of 2250 Second ing lower interest rate's on short over a possible $75,000 federal Michigan he accepted a position collecting11 of his 18 markers. Bear and silver arrow; John lost for six hours. Also affected seven seconds left for a 78-74
Lee and Winkley both had 12
Ave., expired operator'slicense, term borrowings, should be a grant for the trainable center.
as principal of the Annville InLundenberg, aquanaut and were areas south of Coopers- Iead Gorton transferred from
points for Kalamazoo.
$5; Irene Spence, of 669 Lincoln contributing factor to increased Hopefully, bids will be taken
sportsman; Bruce
f
Benton Harbor to St. Joseph
stitute, Annville, Ky. After two
Down by 10 points. 45-35, the athlete and sportsman; Mark
Ave., right of way, $15; Peggy profits, according to J.R. Hart- in late May or early June with
and no. th of Holland. mid.way through the season.
years there he became associDutchmen came to life on con- Andree, aquanaut and athlete;!
Telgenhof. of 58 West Washing- sock. chairman of the board, construction to start shortly
turkey farm at Scholten scored on a layup at
ated with the Michigan Departsecutive left - handed baskets
ton. Zeeland, assured clear dis- and H.C. Forrester, president’ thereafter.
Mark Laman and Ken Siam, Borculo was powerlessfor six the buzzer to complete the scor
ment of Social Services in 1934.
The board has scheduled a
lance, $15; Maria Trujillo, of
He has been listed in Who's by Tom Wolters and Harmelink Bear and gold
hours and radio stations WJBL ing.
meeting Monday, April 26. with
200 Maple Ave., no operator's
Who in the Midwest. He was a and on two fine moves for buc- Mitch Overway was welcom-|AM and FM werc kn(K.ked o(( Christian ended the regular
reprasentativesof all local
Dr. Boelens Uninjured
licenceon person. $5.
,
member of Third Reformed kets by Smith to cut the gap to ed as a new member of
season with 12 wins and six
boards
to discuss the question
Randall Veenhoven. of 940 In Mississippi Tornado
Church where he has served as four points.47-43 with 9:10 left pack, while his brother Curt lbt’ alr ^0I tbe afternoon.
losses,and now awaits District
of
a
vocational-technical
cento play.
East 10th St., sign, $10; Robin
Overway was graduated in‘o Some residents north of Hol- tournament action next week.
an elder.
Shinabarger's bucket and WolBarber, of 724 Columbia Ave.,
Dr. Peter Boelens, founder ter.
Surviving are his wife. Sena;
Boy
land reportedbasements were
In the reserve contest, coach
The intermediate area budget
ters
basket cut the deficit to
speeding, $20; David Billerbeck, of the Christian Reformed
three daughters, Mrs. Keith L.
Awards
were
given
*o
all
flooding after electricallyoper- Dave Vander Hill’s five scored
of
$168,731
was
approved
at
a
two
points
on
two
occasions,
55of 4 East 29th St., stop sign, Church medical evangelismpromembers of the cub committee,,
... • /
(Elizabeth) Brower of Albuits 13th win in 17 games, defeat$15; Linda Blanton, of 501 East gram in / Mississippi, escaped hearing attended by representa- querque. N.M., Mrs. LeRoy J. 53 and 57-55 but that was the all den mothers and assistant a,ed sumP PumPs dld not fu"<>
ing the St. Joseph second team,
tives
of
local
district
some
Main, Zeeland, expired opera- injuries while in the path of a
(Grace) Lebbin of Holland, Miss closest the Dutchmen could get den mothers, with a word oM*01158-43.
weeks
ago.
against
the
Hornets,
who
seem
tor's license,$5, right of way, tornado that swept the state.
Ruth I. Oosterhof. a student at
thanks from Kooyers for their ; Consumerssaid about 200
The Maroons led 18-10 at the
The medical missionarytold
$15.
Hope College; one son, Albert to hold a spell over them in
quarter before trailing25-24 at
Tredway
as
hey
got
ol
Holland
lost
Alma Boerman, of 69 East friends in Holland this morning
C. Oosterhof of Lawrence,
halftime. At the end of three
her 84-77 loss to I The
Thp nrnnrnm
Pwer a“l that effortstO
64th St., speeding, $15; Milton that a trailer he was preparprogram cnnsi.loH
consisted nt
of a
Kans.; five grandchildren: two from an earlier
periods the score was tied 35-35.
Bouman, of 327 Woodward St., ing to move to a site near
sijde presentation by Rick En- restore electrical lines were
brothers, Dr. H. Judson Oster- Hope in the Civic
Christian broke the game open
Zeeland, right of way, $15; Vicksburg,Miss., provided by Dies at
Besides Shinabarger
18 dean of Boy Scout troop 44 as hampered bv the ice and wind early in the final period to win
hof of Akron, Ohio, Dr. Gerard
Vaughn Cannady, Douglas, as- a plantation owner was comG. Osterhof of Rapid City, S.D.; counters, Harmelink tossed in f0 some activitiescarried on conditions
going away.
.
sured clear distance, $15; Tim- pletelydestroyed in the twister.
LAKE ZURICH, 111. - Henry one sister-in-law, Mrs. Arthur L. 13 points and Smith came with- by the Bov ScouLs, and particuEd Meiste took scoring honor*
othy Corradin, Muskegon, The plantation also was leveled De Groot, 69, a former Holland (Vera) Osterhof of Wilmington, in one point of his career high |ar|y Troop 44 of Maplewood A sP°l'csmansa,d wires had
with 14 points,followed by Rick
speeding. $15; Everett E. David- and a grandson and daughter-in- resident died at his home Del.
with
Reformed Church. The pack to be ‘s,nmg with a new method
Klompmaker with 11, Mark
son, Grandville, speeding, $15. law of the plantationowner are Wednesday following a sudden
^e led the Hornets with 18 joined in singing “God Bless to prevent winds from damag- Schpese hit 25 for the Bears.
Funeral services will be held
Gerrit De Roo, route 4, Zee- missing.
illness.
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at Third poinLs while both Winkley and America” for its closing cere- ing the ice-ladenwires.
land, speeding, $20; Joyce Dr. Boelens was in Holland
| Consumers said a quarterHolland Christian (76)
Born in Holland, he attended Reformed Church with the Rev. center Jim Van Sweden follow- monies,
Dunning, route 1, speeding, $15; in January addressing a group Holland schools and moved to Robert J. Hoeksema officiating. ed with 14 apiece.
inch of ice had coated the lines
FG FT PF TP
Jerry Emmick, of 83 West 18th of local physiciansand den- Illinois as a young man. For Burial will be in Carson City! Hope oui-reboundedKalama- Injured Girl Reported
and wind gusts up to 35 miles
De Groot, f .... ..6
2 15
..
St., * speeding, $25; Norman tists.
per hour were reported.
the past 25 years he had been cemeterv at 4'30 om Saturday 43-40 as Harmelink paced .
Plasman, f ....
ft
2
2
Fritz, of 74 North 168th Ave.,
employed at the Biltmore Coun- Friends may meet the family tde Dutchmen with nine while In Improved Condition
Tuls, c ......... .. 5
0
10
3
right of way, $15, no insurance,
try Club in Barrington, 111.
al the Notier-Ver Lee-Lange- „an ^weden had 11 for thl’ GRAND HAVEN - Christen
Scholten, g .... 12
8
4 32
$4; Harrod Gephard,of 353 East
Surviving are his wife, Beretend Chapel Friday from 7 to 1
victor ties them
15'
LakoDe Jong, g ..... .. 3 3 2 9
26th St., assured clear distance,
nice; two sisters, Miss Necia
jured Wednesday morning
Mulder, f .....
for third place in the MIAA with
0
2
4
In
Fire
De Groot of Holland and Mrs.
.
when the car in which she was
Visser,
c .......
Hope
with
7-4
records.
For
the
1
0
3
Henry Israels, of 30 East Sixth
Lyle F. (Alyse) Shaw of Herrin, VMC4 Report Coffee
riding skidded off slippery
season, the Dutchmen are now
Schrotenboer, g .. 0
Daniel C. Jacquish, 18, a Hope
1
0 1
St., right of way, $20; Larry
III. and three brothers, Albert
pavement and into a cement
13-8 while the Hornets are 12-9.
Johnson. Benton Harbor, speed- College freshman from Ilion, of Holland, Willard of Pasa- Planned for Friday
base of a sign, was ILsted in
The Dutchmen will close out
Totals ....... 30 16 15 76
ing, $15; Marcia Jousma. of N.Y., Tuesday pleaded guilty in dena. Calif, and Kenneth of
improved condition today ini
ewnort
Hearn
A
final
report
“coffee
Friday
their
season
Saturday
at
Adrian
591 104th Ave., passing school Holland district court to a re- Newport Beach, Calif.
ewport ueacn,
morning at 8:30 at Hotel Warm while Kalamazoo will visit co- Muskegon’s Hackley Hospital.
St. Joseph (78)
bus, $15 Alfred Kane, of 1337 duced charge of willful and maFunera arrangementsare be- Friend will be held bv the lead- laadine
200
'
IS,t
Miss Dykman, admitted inj
Heather Dr., red light, $15; licious settingof a fire and was ing completedin Illinois. ership of the 10th Annual YMCA
FG FT PF TP
8
critical condition, was a pasJennifer Kastner, of 184'2 East sentenced to 30 days in jail.
Gorton, f .....
4
2 18
senger in a car driven byMembership Enrollment.
Hope (59)
Holland fire authorities said
18th St., right of way, $15.
Knuth,
f
......
1
5
17
Karen
Joyce
B
u
1
h
u
i
s,
17.
meeting of Enrollment
FG FT PF TP
Jaquish was charged in connecPelgrim will determine the results of a Scott, f ..........
Marutz. c .....
1
3 19
0 Spring Lake. The mishap oc-1
tion with a Feb. 3 fire in a
Mort, g ......
0
Two Cars Collide
3 10
two week effort by a 50-man Snoap, f ........
9 curred along northbound U.S.-31
Kollen Hall dormitory room. Dies at
Ryan, g .......
1
Cars operated by Gerhardt
3 11
organization to achieve a goal Wolters, c ........
6 1 three-tenthsof a mile south of
Damage was said minor.
Crossman, f ..
Beckman, 54 , 99 East 38th St.,
0
1
2
of 300
Shinabarger. g .
1 1818 ' Van Wagoner Hd. as the two
Jaquish was given credit for
Jacob A. Pelgrim, 76, of 12375
Watts,
g ...... ... 0 1 0 1
and Milton Van Putten. 46, 315
Norm Timmer, General Chair- Smith,
..... * 5
2 10 girls and two other passengers
12 days spent in jail. It was New Holland St., route 2, died
Wildwood Dr., collided Saturman, expects an optimistic re- Harmelink.f ....
1 4 13 were heading toward Muskegon
agreed he would leave the city at his home Monday following
Totals .....
day at 12:35 p.m. at Columbia
8 17 78
port of new and renewed fam- Hankamp. c ....
1
3 Christianschool.The others suf3
and the state.
an apparent heart attack.
Ave. and 32nd St. Police said
ily, adult and youth
— fered minor injuries.
AT LOWRY AFB - Airman
Born in North Holland, he Assisting Timmer has been, Totals .... 26 7 17 59
Beckman was southboundalong
Dale E. Boutain. son of Mr.
had lived there all his life. He James Van Putten and
Autos Collide
Columbia while Van Putten was Car, Truck Collide
Marriage Licenses
Kalamazoo (62)
and Mrs. Elmer J. Boutain
A car operated by Kim Alan was a member of North Hol- Peterson of Division
heading west on 32nd.
FG FT PF TP
of route 1, Hamilton, has
(Ottawa County)
Cars driven by Edward BransHarter, 16, 78 West 30th St., land Reformed Church and the Gordon Schrotenboer of Division Lee, f ..........
2 18 ; David Waldner. 24. and Donna
completed basic trainingat
berger, 46, route 1, and Ralph
Stanley Daining, a former coming from a priavte drive, church’sAdult Bible Class.
M, who are heading a 10-team Winkley, f ......
1
Lackland AFB, Tex. He has
14 1 Mae Alberda. 21. Hudsonville;
Meeuwsen, 54, 4763 64th St., colSurvivingare a sister, Mrs.
Holland resident now living in and a truck operated by HowVan Sweden, c .. 3
1
been assigned to Lowry lided Thursday at 3:40 p.m. at
14 1 Robert Hovingh, 48. Allendale,
Waynesboro,Pa., underwent ard Glenn Busscher, 42, 1150 William (Dora) Dykhuis and a Vern Schipper is chairman of Laskoski, g ...... 2
AFB, Colo., for training in Lincoln Ave. and 13th St. Brans1 and Minnie Frances Riemergingery Wednesday in the Graafschap Rd., collided Tues- brother, Berlin Bosman, both of membership development and Vossekuil, g ....
4
the supply field. Airman berger was westbound on 13th
8 sma, 46, Coopersville; Victor:
Waynesboro Hospital. His con- day at 8:20 a.m. along 24th St. rural Holland; three nieces and Duane H. Perry is serving
— I E. Brink. 34. and Marie Groene-1 Boutain is a 1970 graduate while Meeuwsen was north500. feet east of Ottawa Ave.
dition is reported good.
three
enrollment
Totals ...... 23 16 9 62 j veil, 33, Holland.
bound on Lincoln.
of Hamilton High School.
was wounded in action in VietGcrald Zuverink, route 3, nam Monday, Feb. 22. accord-
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Couple Exchanges
In Evening

Vows

Ceremonies

West Ottawa Couple Exchanges
Swimmers
Notch

In Evening

1971

Vows

Ceremony

Win

KALAMAZOO -West

Otta-

wa’s swimming team chalked
up its 12th victoryof the season,
sinking the previously undefeat-

ed Kalamazoo Loy Norrix
Knights, 54-51 Thursday evening in the Loy Norrix Natatorium.

Taking only three firsts in the
competition, the Panthers had
to rely on their depth to pull
through.
Opening the meet in first
place, Mike Battaglia, Steve
Hopkins, Jon Holder and Dave

Ketchum combined efforts

to

inch out the Knights in the medley race.
The diving competition gave
the Panthers the boost they
needed to stay above water, as
boardsmen Dan Troost and Don
Mac Donald cleared first and
second places off the boards.
In the butterfly, Rick Zavadil
ran away with first place with

__
CONTEST WINNERS -

Pictured here dis-

playing their prize winning posters are the
winners of this year's National Crime Pre-

a

:56.5 clocking,while the Panthers’ Jon Helder
the
Knights’ Mike Cloyd were called
dead heat for second and third,
splittingthe points for both

vention week poster and essay contest.
They are from left to right Jeff Feenstra,
Debbie Zwiers, Chris Prins, Lisa Hacker,

and

mm

_

Robin Prins, and Bruce Schaefer. Jeff, Deb-

and Lisa all received U.S. Savings Bonds from the Holland Exchange
Club at a noon luncheon Monday, while
Robin was awarded a gift certificateand

bie, Chris,

Bruce a

bicycle.

Fell were awarded $50 and $25
places as Helder clocked a
U.S. Savings bonds respective- Circuit
Poster,
Essay
1:03.1 and Cloyd a 1:02.6.
ly. Robin Prins, Apple Avenue,
Going into the final event
sixth grader was presenteda
with a 50-43 lead, the Panthers
$15 gift certificate, and Bruce
had only to place second in the
Schaefer, fifth grader, at Lin- In
freestyle relay, and that’s excoln was awarded a bicycle.
actly what Dave Ketchum, Jim
Other winners, who received
Jeff Feenstra an eighth grade
GRAND HAVEN-TerryLee
Streur, Ken Wiley and Ron
student at E. E. Fell Junior honorablemention were: Doug Troutman, 19, of Grand RapLeeuw did, as the Panthers
High School was awarded a $50 Van Putten sixth grade Jeffer- ids, was found innocentby a
clipped the Knights 54-51.
School, Randy Zwiers, jury in Ottawa Circuit Court
U.S. Savings Bond Monday
Coach Henry Reest commentMrs. Robert Steenwyk
noon at a luncheon of the Hol- sixth grade Apple Avenue. Wednesday of using a car withMrs. Larry Dale Nykamp
ed “I never saw so many good
(Pohlerphoto)
land Exchange Club. He w a s George Holmes, sixth grade out authority.He had pleaded
(Pohlerphoto)
breaks in our meet. There Wedding vows were exchang- were Mrs. Phil Engeisman and selected winner in the poster Lakeview School, Julte Bartels,
monies
for
the
reception,
held
nnocent Oct. 26 to car theft
Miss Adeline Mae Harsevoort
were a lot of good races.”
fifth grade Southside Christian,
contest.
ed at Maple Avenue Christian Miss Lois Steenwvk.
and
the charge was reduced
and Larry Dale Nykamp were in the church parlor, were Mr.
The Panthers ended their dual
Reformed Church, Friday, by All three attendantswore The Holland Exchange Club and Brian Becksvoort, fifth Wednesday.
united in marriage Thursday. and Mrs. William Strong. Atmeet
season with a 12-1 record,
royal blue velvet gowns with
in cooperation with the Holland grader at Pine Creek.
The Michigan Court of ApThe bride is the daughter of tending the punch bowl were with a 4-1 record in the O-K Miss Karen Lyn Vander Woude
and Robert Steenwyk.The Rev. empire waists trimmed in lace Police Department annually
Mrs. Edward J. Harsevoort, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Headley, League for second place.
jeals announced Tuesday that
Robert B. Vermeer officiated at with matching velvet ribbon sponsors National Crime preroute 4, and the late Edward and the gift room attendants
t has affirmed the decision of
Results in order of finish:
were
the
Misses
Beverly
and
the 7:30 p.m. ceremony with headdfesses and each carried a vention Week.
Harsevoort, and the groom is
a jury in Ottawa Circuit Court
200-yard medley relay: West
single yellow rose.
Henry Bol, organist.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gloria Bruins, and Judy and
of Feb. 29, 1968, in the case
Ottawa (Battaglia,Hopkins,
The flower girl was Miss A U.S. Savings Bond of $25 Admitted to Holland Hospital
Vonnie
Klomp.
Miss
Sally
NyParents
of
the
couple
are
Mr.
Nykamp, route 3, Zeeland.
went
to Debbie Zwiers, a fifth Thursday were Tonya Lynn of the people against Keith
Jon Helder, Ketchum), Loy and Mrs. Russell Vander Woude Mary Beth Van Dyke. She was
At the 7:30 p.m. ceremony in kamp registered the guests
grade student at Apple Avenue Stepanek,951 Pine Ave.; Mrs. Fredericks, 27, Saranac,Mich.,
Norrix. Time 1:49.5.
while
the
greeter
was
James
of 304 West 19th St. and Mr. and attired in an avocado velvet Chris Prins, and Lisa Hacker,
Harlem Reformed Church, the
Claus Bushouse, 191 West 11th charged with negligenthomi200 -yard freestyle: Getchel
Mrs. Raymond Steenwyk °of gown with an empire waist and both ninth graders at E. E.
Rev. Roger L. Johnson officiat- Nykamp.
St.;
Harold Jay Wise, 105 East cide. He was sentencedto pay
a matching ribbon in her hair.
Following a wedding trip to (LN), Boes (WO), Leeuw (WO). Byron Center.
ed. Bernard Assink provided or25th St.; Mrs. Robert Overway, $1,500 in fine and costs.
Time
1:55.0.
Dennis
Steenwyk
was
his
Given in marriage by her
gan music, while the Rev. Florida, the couple will reside
Mary Laarman of Holland
340 East 24th St.; Brian Alan
200-yard individual medley: father, the bride wore an em- brother’s best man with Ronald
John Haines was soloist and on route 1 in Zeeland.
started a damage suit in Cir27
Vander
Molen,
Hamilton,
and
The bride is employed by Me Culley (LN), Streur (WO), pire silhouettegown of acetate Lubbers and Roger Steenwyk,
Jack Ten Cate was trumpeter.
Dawn Marie Leslie, Fennville. cuit Court Wednesdaynaming
Modem
Products,Inc. of Hol- Jeff Helder (WO). Time 2:16.7. peau featuring bishop sleeves ushers.
The bride, given in marriage
Vocalists
Will
Discharged Thursday were Richard Hansen, a reserve offi50 -yard freestyle: Ellstrom
with ribbon - run cotton Venice Mr. and Mrs. Willard Van
by her brother, Alvin Harse- land and the groom is* employMrs. Robert Bodfish. South cer in the Ottawa County sherDyke
assisted
at
the
reception
(LN),
Rick
Hamstra
(WO),
R.
lace trim. A matching chapelvoort, was attired in an em- ed by Keeler Brass in Zeeland.
Festival
Haven; James and Charles iff’s department,and the sherZavadil (WO). Time :22.6.
length mantilla veil and a white held in the church following the
pire waist gown of acetate and
Carpenter, 171 Manley Ave.^ iff’s department as codefendi
West
Ottawa’s
vocal
music
Diving: Troost (WO), Mac rose bouquet completed her atnylon lace with a redingote ef- Dr. D.
Followinga a Niagara Falls department will again be Mrs. Jerome Den Bleyker,25 ants.
Donald (WO), Kelley (LN). tire.
fect front of acetate satin with
She seeks a judgment of $20,wedding trip, the couple will be strongly represented at the Dis- Bellwood Dr.; Sharon George.
Points 199.0.
bishop sleeves. Bows accented Points to Local
Maid of honor was Miss at home in Zeeland where the trict 7 Solo and Ensemble Fes- 1587 Perry St.; Mrs. Gerald 000 in connection with an al100-yard butterfly:R. Zavadil
the stand-up collar and waist
(WO), Jon Helder (WO) and Marianne Vander Woude, sister groom is employed at the Ho- tival to be held Saturday at Gerrits, 848 Pine Ave.; Paul leged trafficaccident April 3,
with a chapel-lengthwatteau Pollution
Coopersville High School. Twen- Kuyers, 278 168th Ave.; Wil- 1968, involving a car driven by
Cloyd (LN) (tie second, third). of the bride, and bridesmaids ward Miller Clock Co.
train attached. Chantilly-type
the plaintiff and a sheriff's paty-seven soloistsand one duet liam Miller, 1831 Vans Blvd.
Dr. Donald Williams spoke to Time (56.5.
lace petals outlined with simuAlso Brent Jay Mohr, Zee- trol car driven by Hansen. The
will perform for ratings. Stuthe members of the Holland
100-yardfreestyle: Ellstrom
lated pearls accented with Branch of the American Assodents will be attending the fes- land; Mrs. Roger Nienhuis, 367 plaintiff claims she suffered
(LN), Rick Hamstra (WO),
crystals held her elbow-length
tival from Grand Rapids, Mus- East Fifth St.; Mrs. James permanent personal injuries.
ciation of UniversityWomen Wiley (WO). Time :50.
veil and she carried a cascade
Oonk and baby, 1207 Graaf- The accident occurred at Howkegon and Holland area.
Thursday night at Durfee Hall.
400 - yard freestyle: Getchel
bouquet of red sweetheart roses
Singing early in the festival schap Rd.; Marilyn Steketee, ard Ave. and North River at
Dr. Williams, chairman of (LN), Boes (WO), Anderson
and pink and white carnations the Holland Area Environmental
will be Tom Van Liere, Brad 1139 Lincoln Ave.; Mrs. Car Holland.
(LN). Time 4:09.2.
with ivy foliage.
Two persons charged with
Carlson, Cindy Tibbitts,Debbie Tierman and baby, 1727 Perry
Action Council, confrontedthe
100 -yard backstroke: Hare
Attendingthe bride as mat*
group with specific pollution (LN), Battaglia (WO), Van
Representatives of the Ottawa of registrationfor Project YES. Brown, Randy Bouwer, Marlyn St; Mrs. William Van Hartes- felonies were arraigned in Ottaron °f honor was her sister,“robjems
His‘ slides reminded
County Extension Office, the Students will be charged a Lambers, Gloria Garcia, and velt, Fennville; Mrs. Ear wa District Court here Wed\U
Kampen (WO). Time 1:01.5.
Mrs. John
eve-vone of the water pollution 100-yard breaststroke: Klerk Community Action House, and
David Me Bride. Performing Vander Wal, 154 Oak Park Dr. nesday. Fred Sherrell,45, Holsmall fee for the courses, and
wore an empire, short sleevej Uand and its surrounding
a
duet will be Ken Brouwer and Mrs. James Waybright anc land, charged with felonious
(LN), Hopkins (WO), Timmer the Project for Youth Employ- they may sign up on a first
red velvet gown with a _ red i comraunitieSi
and
Dave Macqueen, who will baby, 375 Maple Ave.
assault in connection with an
ment
Service
met
this
week
to
(WO). Time 1:08.3.
elvet bow "at the waist in
also each sing a solo.
incident in Park township, de“We
have
to face a dilemma
400-yard freestylerelay: Loy review Project YES and to ex- come, first served basis. Enrolliack and a single string of
Susan Van Liere, Robin Law- List Two New Births
manded examination and
nationally as well as locally. Norrix, West Ottawa (Ketchum, pand its services to the com- ments will be limited,
pearls around the stand-up colrence, Laura La Comb, Dan
planned to post $5,000 bond.
All of us want to do something Streur, Wiley, Leeuw). Time
Any high-school student up to
In Holland Hospital
lar. She also wore a matching
The arrest was by sheriff’s
Taking part in the planning 17 years 0f age interested in Dekker, Gail Kruithoff, Becky
about
pollution, and yet we 3:41.6.
Births in Holland Hospital on
illbox headpiece with three
were Mrs. Margaret Jane Suy- piacing his name in the Pro- Hardy, Karen Seidelman, Dan Thursday included a boy and officers.
aren’t willing to give up the type
ietals outlined with simulated
Hobert Alexander Hill, 18,
dam, ExtensionHome Econo- ject YES file must register be- Weller, Dawn Alderink,Joan a girl.
of life which causes the polluicarls, and carried an arrangeFruitport, charged with breakmist, Willis Boss, 4-H Youth fore March 17. The hours for Vander Kooi and Kris Silva will
tion of our own natural resourA
daughter,
Mary
Rebecca,
nent of pink carnationson a
Agent, Mrs. Kenneth Arm- registrationfollow: Monday, also perform. Finishing off the was born to Mr. and Mrs. Har- ing and entering at a vacant
ces,” Dr. Williams said.
rhite muff.
house in Ottawa county, waived
strong,Mrs. Steven Van Grouw, March 8, 1-4 p.m.; Wednesday, festival will be Nancy Kiel, Nan- old Fincher, 204 East 24th St.
Injures
Driver
“In Genesis 1:28, God gave
Bridesmaidsincluded Mrs.
examinationand must appear
Mrs. Elvin Slenk, and Mrs. March 3 and March 10, 9 a.m.- cy Alverson, Lisa Baker, Clark
A
son,
Brian
John,
was
born
us
dominion
over
the
earth,
Its. Eugene Spoelman, sister
Van Hekken, and Sally HeerFeb. 22 in Circuit Court.
Theodore
C.
Van
Bragt,
29, Thomas Bratt, of Project YES
12 noon, and Saturday, Feb. 27
to Mr. and Mrs. James Atman.
f the bride, and Sandra Ny- but we need to have a more
174 East Fifth St., was examin- and Ralph Kickert, Director of and March 13, 9 a.m.-12 noon. spink.
151
South
Division.
;arap, sister of the groom. They mature attitude toward this
Accompanying the soloists
ed at Holland Hospital after he the Community Action House. All registrationsmust be done
Two Cars Collide
yere attired in gowns similar dominion,” he continued.
will
be Douglas Van Den Berg,
was involved in a three - car This year, high school stu- by the student in person at the
o that of the honor attendant. “In order to combat pollution
Cars operated by Lambert
No
Injuries
Reported
mishap Thursday at 8:01 a.m. dents will be offered the oppor- Community Action House, 166 Susan Van Liere, Kathy Combs,
Best man was Roger Nykamp, it will take a lot of political
A
car operatedeast on 31st Lubbers, 54, of 139 East 14th
Nancy
Mooi,
Fred
Reinert,
and
along River Ave. 16 feet north tunity of four weekly training East Eighth St. No registrations
he groom’s brother, and ush- muscle, economical hardship,
Harley Brown. Brown and Rei- St. by Emily P. Zelent, 27, of St., and David Nabers, 23, 176Li
of Pine Ave.
sessions in yard maintenance will be carried over from last
rs were Gerald Harsevoort, research and perhaps more renert have prepared the singers 6165 140th St., and one driven West 20th St., collided Thursday
All the vehicles were south- and child care. Upon successyear.
irother of the bride, and Ken- cycling methods,” Dr. Williams
for the festival. Many of the by Margaret L. Van Wyke, 56. at 12:08 p.m. at Maple Ave. and
bound on River Ave. when a ful completion of their training,
added.
Employers are urged once singers will return to Holland 89 West 32nd St., northbound on 24th St. Lubbers was heading
icth Bredeweg.
car operatedby Robert Lyle each will receive a certificate
Persons were asked to write
Miniaturebride was Sue Haragain to call in their needs. for the final performanceof the Maple Ave., collided Thursday west on 24th St. while Nabers
Sluiter, 32, 152nd Ave., struck of achievement.To employers
evoort and miniature groom lettersto state and local authwas northboundon Maple.
Spring cleanup will be a time musical, “My Fair Lady.”
at 12:50 p.m.
the rear of a car operated by this will mean not only the extra
orities to generate group action,
?as Michael Nykamp.
of increaseddemand for this
Richard R. Ryzenga, 26, 15484 interest and effort but also more
Master and mistress of cere- because there is “a definite gap
year-round service. A call to
Barry St., West Olive.
skills on the part of any certibetween concern and the necesCommunity Action House, will
The
impact shoved the Ry- fied student.
sary action to get something
secure any kind of student emdone about our local water zenga auto into the rear of the Mothers needing help with ployment: yard care, general
Attracts
Van Bragt car stopped ahead. children or homeowners who
pollution problems,” Dr. Wilhousecleaning, householdmainhave unusual needs in lawn care
liams concluded.
tenance,mother’s helper. Stu:our Local
will have the opportunity to
Those serving on the Social Marriage Licenses
dents are qualifiedand eager to
hire better qualified students. fill the needs.
(Ottawa County)
Four Holland area men have Committeewere Mrs. Clark
Training class schedules will
Weersing, Mrs. David Paulson Paul Banda, 35, and Beverly
nlisted in the U.S. Navy.
i. be made available at the time
Joan Van Dyke, 36, Holland.
Charles Wayne Anys, son of and Mrs. Ted Boeve.
Federal Permit Sought
fr. and Mrs. James W. Anys
For Submarine Cable
f 15739 Port Sheldon St., West
Hive was enlisted in the Navy
Ninth Coast Guard District,
n Feb. 9. Seaman Recruit Anys
Cleveland, Ohio, has applied to
/as transferred to Naval Trainthe Army Corps of Engineers
rcg Center, Great Lakes, 111. He
in Detroit for a federal permit
/as currently employed by the
to place two submarine cables
Hark Service Station on East
on the existing bottom in Lake

Court

Contest Winners

Cases Heard

Are Announced

Grand Haven

m

Hospital Notes

West Ottawa

ceremony.

Williams

Attend

Hazards

Plan Extended Service
For Youth

Employment

Vander

munity.

^

Three-Car Crash

4avy

r

Men

I

I

iighth St.
Joel Keith Spencer, son of Mr.
ind Mrs. K. C. Spencer of route
, Hamilton was enlistedin the
Javy on Feb. 9. Seaman Remit Spencer was transferred
o Naval Training Center, San
)iego, Calif, for ten weeks of
teemit Training after which he
trillbe home for leave.
James Lee Tibbitts, son of

Michigan at the entrance to
Holland Harbor linking the
north breakwater light to the
north pierhead light.

The local Coast Guard station
specific knowledge of
the program but believed it is a

had no

step in the continuing servicing
of the harbor entrance signal
system.

Written protests should be
with the Detroit office not
later than 4:30 p.m. March 22.
Determinationin issuing a federal permit will be based on
an evaluation of all relevant
factors including the effect of
the proposed work on navigation, fish and wildlife,conservation, pollution and the general public interest.

Jr. and Mrs. James Wendall
Pibbitts of 2649 William, was enisled into the Navy’s Nuclear
rogram on Feb. 9 and was
ransferred to Naval Training
tenter San Diego, Calif, for his
en weeks of Recruit Training,
leaman Tibbitts was a 1970
;raduate of West Ottawa High
Ichool

and was

recently

filed

em-

loyed by the H. J. Heinz Comany. By enlisting in the Nucear Program Tibbitts was able
o start his

Navy

service in pay-

;rade E-3 instead of E-l
Warren Alan Welling, son of
trs. Goldie Mae Welling of 333
last Lakewood Blvd. was envied into the Navy’s Aviation
’ield on Feb. 9 and transferred
o the Naval Training Center,
treat Lakes, HI. for ten weeks
f Boot Camp. Seaman Recruit
Veiling was a 1970 graduate of
Vest Ottawa High School and

iad been attending Davenport
jollege in Grand Rapids prior
o enlistment.

--------- E
char-

Miss Connie Bosch

Ussor of politicalscience. Seven members
of the Hope faculty were initiatedas
ter members. Others were Dr. Joan Mueller,
professor of English; Dr. David Klein, professor of Chemistry;and Dr. David Marker,
associate professor of physics. The charter
members were all selected as undergraduates to be members of the Phi Beta Kappa
chapter on their respective college campuses. Hope is one of only 164 colleges and
universitiesin the United States to have a
Phi Kappa honorary fraternity.
(Hope College photo)

INSTALL HONORARY FRATERNITY-The
Zeta chapter of the national honorary fraternity Phi Beta Kappa was installed on
the campus of Hope College Friday. Dr.
William Frankena (center), professor of
philosophy at the University of Michigan,
is pictured presenting the chapter's charter to Hope College members (from left to
right) Dr. Francis Fike, associate professor
of English; Brooks Wheeler, assistant pro-

fessor of Classical languages; Mrs.
Brooks Wheeler, lecturer in Classics;
and Dr. Robert Elder, assistant pro1

t

/

3

j (0

Is

Tom L Konj

3

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry

Bosch,
route 5, announce the engagement of their daughter, Connie,
to Tom L. Koning, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Koning of Kala-

mazoo.
Miss Bosch is a senior at
Bronson School of Nursing in
Kalamazoo and Mr. Koning at-

WHOOPS!—

Mulder ered by Steve Haney (51) of Muskegon
his Christian Friday night in the Civic Center,
fumbled the bas- The Maroons bombed the Warriors, 69-56.

It looks as if Dave

(middle) of Holland Christian is doing

tends Calvin College.
A May wedding is being plan-

exercises but he’actually

ned.

ketball

away on

this play that

was

recov-

(Sentinel photo)

Chairmen

Gladfelter

West Ottawa Announces

Appointed

Heart Fund

First

Announce Engagements

IP

At Hope

I

££4

The

designation of four new
departmentalchairmen at Hope
I College has been announced by

_
®

I

Dean for Academic Affairs Mor-

1

rette Rider.

At

Semester Honor Roll
F.levcnth Grade

West Ottawa High School has'

$2,700

announced its

Karen

.on

first semester

Angell, Cristi Assink,

Cindy Bakker, Michele Bakker,
The Dena GladfelterHeart Honor Roll, lo be placed
Ljn(ja Banger> BeVerly Barman,
Fund has surpassed the $2,700 the roll students must earn a Margaret Baur, Anita Bayless,
mark as of late last week. ^ average or
Benningfield,Laurie
according to Henry Visscher
\jnih
B jorum. Bill Bloemendaal.Dick
the Zeeland Branch of the First K|,n Baker. Valerie Bakker. Bloemendaal,Duana Bouwman,
Michigan Bank and Trust Co. f|irjstv Banger, Joan Bares.
Bouwman, Kenneth
This special fund was organ- Tjm Beckman. Barb Benning- Brouwer. Debra Brown, Robin
ized in cooperation with the fjc)(i Mary iIo Bcrtsch, Julie Bruursema: Dawn Caauwe,
bank's trust department to help Bloemendaal.Steve Boeve, Kim Kathy Combs, Laurie Daniels,
defray medical expenses in con- Bo|.Rman vickie Bosnian.Rick Cindy Baker,
nection with heart surgeries R r a n (, Kim Brown cindv Also Judith De Haan, Richrequired by five year-old Dena H|.uin.s(.maH, ad Carlson. David ard De Mart, Laurie Dykema,
Gladfelter. daughter of the Dean (.a michae| Diane C o u I s o n., Nancy Kssenburg. Karen
Gladfeltersof Zeeland.
• 1 Garbrecht,
~ j
Mary Jo Coughenour, Daniel
Jerry Giermann,

better. Dan

of

Grade

Lynn

The new chairmen will begin
their terms in office effective
Sept. 1.

Dr. Jay Folkert, professor
of mathematics and chairman
of that department since 1958,
has been granted sabbatical
leave for the first semester of
next year for further advanced

;

More^^^_

study in developingareas of
mathematics.Dr. Folkert, under
whose tenure as chairman the
department has grown greatly
in size and the scope of its

~

Dekker, Nancy De Weerd. Ellen Mike Gorman. Bill Grit. Harold

Doyle, Kathy Dunning. Lucy Guinn. Jane Harvey, Jean HarEberhard, Chuck Ferrell, vey, Jeff Holder, Lavonne
Michael Fcyen. Sally Heer- Holder, Chris Johnson. Margo
spink. Debra
Jonker. Lugene LaCombe,
Miss Mary Lynn Bruursema
Miss Catherine Van Dyke
activities, has indicated his wish
Also Phillip Inman. Barbara Robert Ladewig. Marcia Leeuw,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert BruurMr. and Mrs. David C. Van to return to a full time teaching
.lager. Douglas Johnson. Michele Michele MacQueen. D a w n e
25 great grandchildren.
sema, 474 West .....u
uw...u,
32nd St., an- Dyke, 261 Van Raalte Ave., role on the faculty for a period
Johnson. Shirley Kaiser. Susan Martin, Mary McCarthy. Sally
nounce the engagement of their announce the engagementof following his return from sabKalkman, Mickey Kiner. Sherry McCormick, Ellen McFall,
daughter, Mary Lynn, to Don- their daughter, Catherine Marie, batical.
Knowles, Dale Koeman. Dawn James Murdoch. Carol Nykerk.
aid J. Bouwman, son of Mr. to Randy Knapp, son of Mr. Dr Elliot Tams, associate
Kolean. Marv Honing. Sherri Also Dehhie Overway, Mary
and Mrs. Justin Bouwman, 16 and Mrs. James Knapp, 541 professor of mathematics,has
Honing. Kathy Kragt. Steven Porter. Carol Postma, Jessie
Last
Thursday the President!
Some others not covered unEast 33rd
State
*)een designated the new chair-,
...... ...... .•
Kragt. Bruce Kruithoff. Gayle Rodriquez. Lorraine Sabin,
Kruithoff. Bill Lalley, Rodney Bonnie Shaffer. Penny Shoe.
Lawrence. Jan Lindsay. Kim maker. Debbie Steketee, J i m
1 ing, Gtimi Rapid., aad
ml Ik
mil
,
MacQueen. Deborah McFall, Streur. Gordon Stryker,Charfrom the University of Iowa. He ance for workers and their ‘ind stusonal(inploves would
graduate in July. Mr. Knapp is
Ann Mikula, Steve Moeke. Char- les Vanden Berg. Ron Vanden
joined the Hope faculty in 1965. families. The Federal govern- qualify - because of tor low
a student at Grand Valley State
lot Nelis, Bradley Nieboer, Phil- Brand. Paul Vander Kooi. RichProf. Alvin Vanderbush,pro- ment would foot most of the incomes
for the federally
I College.
lip Plomp, Sue Schrotenboer, ard Vande Vusse, Dawn Van
fessor
of
political
science
and
bill
for
the
subsidized
protection,
An August wedding is being
Pat
Dyke. Jill Van Dyke. Clark Van
chairman
of
that
department
The
President
in his special The private insurance coverI planned.
Also
Diane
Schutt,
Sheryl
Hekken.
Carolyn Van Lentr.
since 1965. has indicated his message to Congress outlined age p|an would be required of
Spaulding. Ron Stegenga. Terry Barry Van Slooten. Debra Van
wish to devote his full time to a the program that would: He- a|j fjrms involved in interstate
Stewart, Cheryl Steur, Pat Ten- Wieren, Steve Webster, Debbie
teaching role in the department quire private employersto work commerce, regardlessof the
ekinck, Debra Vanden Berg. Weiss.
and Dr. James Zoetewey,assis- out arrangements under which ni,mbcr of employes,
Delia Gladfelter
Doug VanDen Berg.
Twelfth Grade
j tant professor of political workers would ultimately
There are many more points
Vander Brand.
Den Pat
Altena, uavm
David /\ivvr.v»n,
Alverson,
science,
ence, has been named the omy
only ra
25 per cem
cent ui
of ne*mu
health maw
insur- Which
which all cost monev.
money. Health, man
than ^u.uuu
$20,000 is needed
nccneu mi
for umiir
lutun vander
Brand, Linda
i.mcia Van
van uen
rai Aiicna.
w chairman. Dr. Zoetewey is ance premiums, and each Education and Welfare Secre- heart surgery and a later trans- Oever. Joan Vander Kooi. Cyn- Nancy Alverson. Bonnie Assink,
new
a graduate of Calvin College, worker and member of his fam- tarv Elliot Richardson is re- plant of the aorta and aortic thia Vanders, Lois Van Lente, James Bagladi. Marcia Bakker,
holds his Master’s and Ph. D. ily would he protected for costs portp(|,0 have said the cost to valve. The Gladfelters’ insur- Nora Van Slooten. Elaine Van Dehra Barkel. Sandy Beeien, %
Degrees from the University of all tjie way up to $50,000 for ca- j^e f0(jPrai government during ance will only cover a portion Tatenhove. Linda Van Wieren, Karen Bekker. Thomas Bock,
Colorado.He joined the Hope tastrophic
(be first year of such a plan’s of this
|<()| i(. Wole, Stephen Veele. Denise Borgman. Joan Basina,
staff in
And provide premium free operation would be about $3 bil- Dena was scheduled for her Becky Veldhuis, Nancy Vereeke. Steve Bouman. Kurt Bouwman,
The department of political protection for families of four
second heart surgery earlier Joanne Walther, (Henna Web- Greg Brower. Jim Chrispcll,
science lormeny
formerly existed as a making less man
than • m.ouu
$3,000 pei
per uur
Our vCongress
ongress nas
has piemy
plenty oi
of this month
m0nth but lUniversity
mversity ol
of ster. Handy Weener.
weener. Janice Mike Liark.
Clark, Kristi
Krisu tollman,
Coffman.
branch of the history depart- year and coverage at a sliding problems. The problems all Michigan Medical Center doe- Wiggers, Keith Wolters,Steve Mary Danielson. David De
ment under the chairmanshipof fee for those with incomes up seem to cost more money. We tors postponed the operation Zavadil. Alan
Feyter.
Feyter. Anthony Dekker, Steve
Vanderbush the seperate depart- to $5,000.The President’s
should ask when Dena developed a slight
Presidents pro- the taxpaying public snouid
Tenth
Donnelly,
muni nv
rvi nrliisl
c offerings
nfforimic in
in r\ivw*'j1c
uniilrl go
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intn effect
effort our
/\urappointed,
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ment
expanded
its
posals would
elected
and liirThe doctors
now plan to Susan Alois. Linda Anys. Mel- Also Magnus Dreijer. Kevin
Miss Marthe Ann Slagh
many directionsand grew to a July 1,
ed government people just (|(, the surgery sometime next vin Assink. Jim Aubert, Curtis Driesenga.
Essenburg.
fulltime faculty of
in
addition to the two basic where the deficit financing will
Bakker.
Cindi
Barker,
John
George
Fierro. Deborah Gage,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton E. Slagh,
Dr. Leslie Beach, chairman features the report indicates
Among the many special Beem. Jan Berkompas. Debra Calvin Garbrecht, Diane GarSaranac,announce the engage|of the department of psycholo- (hat his message called for es- "<-* ('0 1101 believe in the idea evenls p|anne{| support of the Beyer. Robert Bouman. Mich- brecht. Robert Garcia, Jack
ment of their daughter, Marthe
gy. will be on sabbatical leave tablishment of private risk that wo can spend ourselvesj)cna (;|a(jfeuerHeart Fund is ael Bredeweg. Janice Brouwer. Glupker. Joel Glupker. Robert
Ann, to John Donald Rypma,
for research and study in the sharing in insurancepools for out of
|a benefjtt.()nctM.t by The Living Douglas Buter. Robert Daniels, Hamelink. Rebecca Hayward,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Miss Cindy Lynn Poll
field
of
psychology
during
the
the
self
employed
and
~Z~T,
—
End, a Holland musical group. Vickie De Jong. Christi De l.ori Hilldoie.Debra Holt. Linda
Rypma. 550 Washington Ave.
Mr and Mrs Bernard Poll WJ:12 year’ ,
outside the Public work force- Yankee Doodle, the American March 28 in tbe Ho„an(1 civic Jonge. Kivoi Dekker. Marlin Jalving. David Johnson. Thomas
Miss Slagh Ls a junior at Hope
Den Bleyker,
Bleyker. Randy DeNeff,
DeNeff. Johnson. Kristi Kalkman,
College and her fiance is a of Hamilton announce the 0™ ,.Th^ “« /•“irman will be such as federal and slate goy- nat.ona song is believed to
ot Mammon announce me en Dr. David Myers, associate pro- eminent employes, who would of English 18th-century
Scott
De
Free.
Barbara
De
Rid- Nancy Kiel, Diann Koeman.
1969 graduateof Hope.
gagement of ihnr daughter fcssor of pSycbo]0gyand direc- compose the bulk of those The traditionalauthor is Dr.
dor. Brent De Vries. Caroll Mary Koetje. Dan Kolean,
unay Lynn, 10 "Ogci naroia (0r 0f educational research. Dr.
the employer- Schuckburgh.a surgeon in the
Diekema. Rhonda Driesenga,Peggy Koning.
son
an(l Mrs* Myers joined the Hope faculty subsidized
‘French and Indian War.
College Fall Larson,
Dawn Fisher, Karen Floyd. Also Rich Kunkel. Dehhie
Llmer Larson, Hubbard St., in 1%7i is a graduatc of whil. Debbie Garvelink.Tim Glup- Langkamp. Randall Lawrence,
n II
•
*
worth College and holds his
Bill Maatman. David MacQueen.
Miss Poll is a junior at Hope mas(er’s and ph. D. degree from
Also Christi Godfrey. John Judy Masselink, Pamela Me
College and her fiance is
the University of Iowa.
List Is
Good, Fred Guss, Lorraine Har- Cormick. Wendy McDonald,
junior at Ferris State College.
Prof George Ralph, chairman
per, Steve Hartman, Jim Has- Nancy Mooi. Patty Murphy,
of the theatre department,has
Hope College has announced
pas, Susan Hiddinga. Cheryl Candy Nienhuis. Dennis Oosterbeen granted leave for 1971-72 to
its Dean’s List for the first
Hill. David Hill. Shelley baan. Myrna Overway. Marcia
pursue his doctoral studies.
semester of the 1970-71 acaHoward. Darlene Jekel, Wanda Perry. Beth Plaggemars,
Donald Finn, assistantprofesdemic year. Students must Scouts
Blue sor
Johnson. Audrey Jones, Karen Nanette Plocg. Peter Plomp.
of theatre, has been apreceive a cumulative3.3 grade
Jones,
Kaiser. Scott Emily Porter. Herman Raari,
pointed
acting
chairman
duraverage on the 4.0 point sysKamps.
Craig
Klomparens, Jane Raak. Keith Raak. Lars
ing Ralph’s absence. Finn has
tem to qualify for the Dean’s
Mary Kolean. Kellie Martin. Raarup. Carol Riemersma. Pat
List.
Calvary Reformed Church graduated from the University
Nancy Masselink, Janis Meeuw- Riemersma.
Students ..w...
from Holland
named cub
its dllMinnesota
from which
----V/UU 3C0U(
OCUUl pack
raCK jqiq
oulv held
flClQ IIS
, j
j —
sen, Karen Meeuwsen. Cynthia Also Steve Riemersma. Jerry
are Karen Schra, Gerald W. nua| B|ue and Go,d banquet also holds the master s degree.
Mere. Mark Miersma, Alice Riemersma.Susan Roelofs.
Gibbs........
Mary Nonhof,
Andrew J. . Tuesday
church fellow7,
luesuay in the
me enuren
leuuwMikula. Mary Moore. Gary Beverly Ryzenga, Howard
Muldor, Jack Hendricks,Mary ship ha|| Specia| guests at lbe Safety Supervisors
Peffers,Kenneth Porter, Wil- Schaftenaar,Anne Scheerhorn.
E. Ponstcin, Manuel uba famj|y even( were (hg Rev. and NqU Annual Banauet
liam
Susan Sherrell, John Steketer.
Marshall W Ans^nd,8* Gerard Mrs. Howard Maatman. Jerry The Western Mich?gan CounAlso William Rawlings. Debra Linda Stolp. Penny Tardiff,
P. Bosscher,James R. Biam- yan Wieren. Mr. and Mrs. cji 0r Safetv Supervisors which
Riemersma. Karen Seidelman.James Tenney, Darrell Vande
ard, Lee W. Dykhuis, Daniel jack Barkel and Lester
.........
FROM VIET - Ruth Shoemaker, Vivian Slagh. Hoff. Kristy Vanden Berg,
. n U t Ilf
«
__ ___
Sikkci; JTh7we^losUdm lu"der0Uiim !? af«liatedAwith (then MicdhiganP
Marine Lance Corporal Juan
Wav no \ VanHor Rvl Mark
”eDem aen unaer Jim Trucking Association and the
Vicky Stewart. Terrie Stroven. Steve Vander Kooi, Marian
Wayne A Vande B>! Mark A. Dannenberg_was in charge of America. TruckingAssociation.
Jesse Fuerst, son of Mr. and
Barbara Tharp. Dan Topp. Vander Zwaag. Debora Van
Mrs. Virgil Fuerst, 193 West
Nancy Tripp. Jon Van Allsburg, Kampen. Norma Van Kampen.
.vi.-mi ii j mi
- 1 monies. Advancements were mpmherc’ wives in attendance
Lakewood Blvd., has rePaula Vande Hoef. Sue Vanden Kathy Van Lente. Mary J. Van
presented by
turned home from Vietnam
BRONZE
STAR WINNER — U.S. Air Force Copt. Charles
Bosch. Judy Van Den Oever, Wieren. Darcy Ver Hey, Robert
St7k Pato^1
'liroi" These included:
where he served with the
rarni Ann Powers I ois \v' ' in^.in.c.luae_a:
j T
quet was held on Feb.
A. Smits, son of Mr. and Mrs. CorneliusSmits, 3051 Joy
Rick Vander Meulen, Kathie Voss, Marie Waalkes. Mary
vanil
Hank Van
Van KanOen,
Lake uft||„’c
anHinP Grand
First Marine Division for a
.ar.° mill
A"n1 P(2erS’ !f'L l'" Hank
Randen- Med
F,ed Lake
Hollv’s ILanding.
Grand Ranids
Dr., and husband of the former Janet Walrad of Herkimer,
Vande Vusse, Patty Van Nuil. Weaver. Virginia Wilson,
year. He has served two
Va^Ar/sue"
^ Bradf.eld, JefDykstra,
)Tnb\dg,CS:
Gorno
Motor
N.Y., is shown here being decorated with the Bronze Star
Vonda Van Wieren. Charles Heike Zander, Susan Zuidema,
Van Ark, Sue I^C^r
L. Kaper, Esther Robert
and j Holland
L Cooper
of
years and eight months of
j. Tobert, Mary Pott, Kathleen SIpvp TlvlfctraDanip kpmnL-pr
.
Medal from Col. Karl F. Eickemeyer at Barkdale AFB,
a four-year hitch and will
Walker, Kathryn Webster,Bon- Debra Zuidema.
vice
A. Maatman, Bcrnt Dee HeerShreveport, La. The medal was for meritorious service in
at home until March 20 , nie Wigger. Lynn
spink '"Ruth Boo ve Haverdink, Sen'Berg and David
chairman and secretary -treas.
when he reports to Camp [Cathy Zeeb, Conley
LoCOl
Vietnam. Capt. Smits is now stationed at BarksdaleAFB
Philip
Wolf
with
gold
arrow;
Tim
in a and.
LeJeune, N.C.
as a communications-electronics
staff officer.
>-'
Hillcgonds, Ronald M. Frank- Stoike and Craig Smith. Wolf
Dies
Ivn. Lavonne E. Van Ry.
with gold and silver arrows.
‘ Also Dolores S. Smith, Johnny
Bear badge was presented to
In
E. Conatser, Victor J. Folkert, Brian Fojtik; David Hyma and
Eliz Van Kerkhoven, Sally A. Doug Newhouse, Bear with gold
SANDUSKY, Ohio - Funeral
Plagenhoef. Mary L. Dykema, arrow and Doug Stryker, bear
services were held here Monday
Steven
M. -Zonnebelt,
Daniel L. with gold and silver arrows;
......
......
for George P. Luidens (Lydensi,
Bouwman, Howard J. Slotman, nan Ter Haar, gold and silver!
69. former resident of Holland
Jan L. Klingenberg. Robert D. , arrows; Wayne Marlink, Tim
Mich., who died Saturday in
Cook. Eleanor J. Van Lierop,| yan Kampen and Jeff Brink,
Sandusky City Hospital after an
Janice Kay Lemmink. Velma sj|ver arrows; Dan Kempker,
extended illness.
cx
R. Van Ark. Mary L. Houting. jeff Dykstra, John Van Den
Rites were held in Sandusky’s
Also Thomas P. Decair, Kim- i Berg, Craig Smith, Jeff Brink
G r a ce Episcopal Church of
MmmmmJk.
T3
berly K. Duffy. Carol L. Vanjand Dan Ter Haar. denner
which Luidens was a leader of
Voorst, Daniel F. Bird, James lbars; Robert Bradfield, Steve
the Men’s Club and a memStills, Nicholas S. Van Dyke, pykstra jerry yan Den Berg
ber of the vestry, Rector RoRobert E. Van Voorst. Linda L. and prcd Lake, assistant denbert A. George officiating. BurButer, Diana F. Holthuis. Es- ncr bars
PAH*: *fr\i
rururtE EA/fKWA?
ial was in Sandusky cemetery.
(her K. Johnson. Mary
paul Blain, Brian Droene,
I Luidens attended Holland
Vander Hooning, Barbara L. ross Dannenberg. Jim Hopschools. Hope College and was
Van Wieren. Carl J. Folkert, kjnS) David Kempker, Tom Van
i in business in Chicago before
moving to Sandusky many
Kenneth J. DeBoer. David V. Den Berg, Mike Vanden Berg,
(years ago.
Daubenspeck.Susanne L. Bal'-j. jerry Vroon and Steve Zigler1
ker, Phyllis Parker, Harold L. wcre awarded scholar badges.
i Surviving are the wife, the
Morrow Jr., Janet L. Koolhaas. | Rudy Fojtik, Cubmaster, anformer Kathryn Windisch who
! at one time taught in Holland
nounced that there would be a
'public schools; two children,
pack gym night. March 2 and a
Paul Lydens of Washington.
: Cub Scout Father swim on
i
D. C., and Mrs. Nancy Roof of
March 8.
Hudson. Ohio; a sister, Joy
Ricky Broene and Kenny
Luidens of Chicago, and four
GRAND HAVEN - A delicate;Rroek were welcomed into the
brothers, the Rev. Theodore
situation exists in the fire de-.pack and the Rev. Maatman
Luidens of Lakewood, N. J.,
part ment in Port Sheldon town- received the pack charter from
Z. Z. Lydens of Grand Rapids,
Lester Douma. Mrs. Carl Van
Ul
Dr. Henry J. Luidens of CoSupervisor Sam Carini claims Den . Berg's Den 2 won the
lumbus. Ohio, and the Rev.
the township board recently sus- Cubbie award,
Anthony Luidens of Holland.
pended
Wells Penna
are Mrs.
|7l-|lllCU
.......as
— chief 1 other pack•• mothers --77 ;
Other relatives who survive
but he has indicated he will not l Mary Maat, Mrs. Robert Hyma,
are Mrs. Marvin Shoemaker.
accept the suspensionor turn Mrs. Don Newhouse and Mrs.
Preston J. Luidens and Robert
over his authority to the new Michael Smith,
A. Luidens of Holland and. John
chief, Arthur Mosher, appointed
Luidens of Edmond. Okla.
to replace
West Otfowo Lists

...

MARK 60TH ANNIVERSARY— Mr.

and Mrs. Chris Reidsma
of 252 West 11th St. celebratedtheir 60th wedding anniversary Feb. 16 with an open house for family and friends.
The couple has eight children living, 23 grandchildren and
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The township board and
pncemble firsts
ni Tuesday started a suit m JOio, cnsemoie rirsis
Ottawa Circuit Court, seeking an . Seven first division winners
iniimptinn rpniiirinc Penna to in lbe District \ II solo and en
obev the edict of the board until semble festival held Saturday
‘
bp|d March
at Coopersville are listed by
The board claims that a dan- 1 Harley Brown of West Ottawa
serous situation exists, if two High School,
persons attempt to act as chiet Receivingfirsts were Nancy
Si a fire. Board members 'fear Kiel, David Macqueen, Ken
n ooerty will be in jeopardy in Brower, duet Macqueen and
L nf a
Brower, Robin Lawrence,
The board also claims that , Gloria Garcia and Tom Van
Penna has property owned by Liere. These .studentsare now
his pos- eligible *0 attend the state comfhe fire depanmeni in
in im> Hwa* '"•B'r'' *w “7‘;7 'T»7" —
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ture plant at Sixth St. and Co-

lumbia Ave. where a malfunction in the system apparently
developed.

FLOWERS <«SH,
First Time

Ever Offered"

'MICHIGAN GHOST

TOWNS’

by: Roy l. Dodg*

ALTERNATE PLAN

—

-

13 second divisions
‘tout third

11:30 a.m. at the Baker Furni-

i

Here is a sketch of the
session and comes and goes at petitionat Oakland University,pr0p0sed Parkway on fighth St. from College to
the fire station,refusing to be Roches
! River Aves. which some merchants prefer to a
.

!

wpcrtasle square eotes

j

j

automatic alarm Sunday

trees -croups of three

I

fire

:

closed mall. This plan calls for a 10-mile speed
limit, trees along Eighth St. at all intersections,

portable square boxes for flowers and shrubs, and

This alternative plan would tie in with proposed

De Fouw who is spearheading
the alternateplan says the trees will take up
space of two or three cars near each corner. The

plans to

small squares in the roadway are traffic signs.

parade route.

parking.. Harold

make Seventh and Ninth

Sts. one-way.

Proponents of the plan point to lower costs, easier

snow removal, and continuanceas a Tulip Time

120-pagespinpointing300 abandoned towns for’ treasure hunters. antique and historybuffi.
Available from:
AmateurTreaiura Huntan Aisac.
Dept. W, 300 State St., Oscoda. Ml

Sunday School
Lesson

A

Sunday, Feb. 28
Rich Toward God
Luke 12: 13-21
By C. P. Dame
lesson about riches is

Dutch Capture
Ninth

Swim Win

al-

Time

HlE’n! ways

Holland High’s swimming
timely but it is especially
100-yard freestyle — Bradford
team
chalked up its ninth vicso in these days of much plenty
(H), Maentz (H), Jacobson(M).
and much poverty. It is fitting tory of the season, stroking
Time :51.4 (team record).
that on the first Sunday in Lent past the Muskegon Reds, 74-31
Thf Homf of the
400-yard freestyle — Ter Haar
Tuesday
evening
in
a
conferwe direct our minds to the imHolland City News
Published every portanceof being rich toward ence meet in the Holland Com- (H), Wilson (M), Olson (M).
’Thursday by the
Time 4:36.4.
munity Pool.
TSentinelPrinting Co. God.
With 11 swimmers bettering 100-yard backstroke — Allard
Office. M • M West
I. Covetousnessis still com(M), Wyckoff (H), Wainwright
Eighth Street. Holland,
mon. One day Jesus was their times, Coach Bob Andree’s
Michigan. 49423.
(M). Time 1:10.6.
tankers
snatched
all
but
one
Second class postage paid at preachingto a large crowd of
100-yard breaststroke
D.
first
place
in
the
competition,
Holland.Michigan.
people when suddenly He was
Holt (H), Hakken (H), Bachelsetting two team records.
rudely interrupted by a hearer
W. A. Butler
Opening the meet in first ler (M). Time 1:15.0.
Editor and Publisher
who was not listeningto Jesus
400-yard freestyle relay— Holplace, Dave Holt, Bruce Keen,
for he had his mind on someTelephone
News Items .............. 392-2314 thing else. Even Jesus could Dick Beedon, and Tim Holt land (Marlink, T. Holt, J. Holt,
Keen), Muskegon (Beerman,
Advertising
not win the attention of every- posted a time of 1:52.6.
Subscriptions ..............392-2311
Sweeping
the
200-yard
free- Stewart, Jacobson, Me Nabney).
one. This man asked Jesus to
The publisher shall not be liable talk to his brother about divid- style, Dave Ter Haar and Scott Time 3:52.5.
for any error or errors in printing
any advertising unless a proof of ing the inheritancewith him. Maentz pulled for first and
such advertisingshall have been Which brother cheated we do second places respectively.
obtained by advertiser and returned
In another one-two punch,
by him in time for corrections with not know, perhaps both, but
such errors or correctionsnoted Jesus refused to play the role Jack Beukema and Bill Hakken
plainly thereon:and in such case
took home the top honors in the
If any error so noted is not cor- of a judge and stuck to preachrected, publishers liability shall not ing. Today some preachersbe- individual medley.
exceed such a portion of the
Jim Bradfordswitched events
entire cost of such advertisementcome politicians.
in the competition, swimming
as the space occupiedby the error
Jesus guessed that the ques.
the prints instead of his usual
bears to the whole space occupied
tioner was covetous and hence
by such advertisement.
distance bouts, capturingfirst
1:02.7.

-

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

One

year, 16.00; six months

13.50; three months, fl.75; single
copy, 10c. U.S.A. and possessions

subscriptionspayable in advance
and will be promptly discontinued
if not renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor
1 by reporting promptly any irregularitv in delivery. Write or phone
392-2311.

NEW POSTAL SERVICE RATE
The

Postal Rate Commission
is fulfillingthe task assigned to
it by setting new postal rates
that are supposed to be high

He

warned, “Take heed and
beward of covetousness: for a place honors in both the 50 and
man’s life consisteth not in the 100-yard freestyles.
Bradford's time of .51.4 in the
abundance of the things which
100-yard freestyleestablished a
he possesseth.” A person may
new team record for the Dutch
be wealthy and yet poor bein that event.
cause he is covetous — always
Setting another team record,
wanting something which beDave Sundin erased his old
longs to another and hence has
mark in the diving competition,
no right to it. The Bible speaks
his first place score of 192.90
of two kinds of covetousness—
being posted as the new record.
the sinful kind against which
That score also qualified SunJesus warned and the comdin for the Class A regional
mendable kind of which Paul
speaks —“But covet earnestly competition to be held in Lansing March 9.
the best gifts” (I Cor. 12:31).
Butterflyingfor first and
Michael W. Allen
II. Prosperity presents probsecond, Dick Beedon and Jack
lems and opportunities. The
Beuekma swept their specialty
man’s question led Jesus to tell
Allen Listed
for the home team.
a parable about the rich fool
Dave
Holt snatched first
whose fields yielded a big crop
In 'Who's
place in the breaststroke.
which led to a problem. The
Adding the frosting on the
farmer worked hard, got recake, the freestyle relay team For

enough to help place our postal
service on a paying basis. We
the taxpaying public no doubt
will again find that the rates
will go up.
The law requires the new
government - owned postal corporation to do exactly what it
is doing so we do not seem to sults, and planned to build
have any other choice but to bigger barns and thus make
pay the cost of operation. We provision for the future. Some
can at least register our opin- people earn much and spend
ions however.
all, which is not wise.
The independent Postal Rate The big crop made the farmCommission is reported to have er more of an egotist—note his
90 days to deliberate on the use of the pronouns “I” and
proposals.They are bound to re- “my,” he talked as if he had
ceive some protests as they control of nature; God did not
work on the program. Our hope count. His prosperity made him
is that they will find a way to
think only of a future that
cut out some of the operation promised eating, drinking and
that has been running at a loss being merry. Really he did not
for a long time.
look ahead far enough. Today

Mike

GUESTS OF HONOR— The

punch bowl is the gathering
place for those attendingthe Salvation Army Annual Dinner Meeting Thursday night. Pictured here are (left to
right) Melvin S. Boonstra, chairman of the Advisory Board,
Brigadier Roland Quinn, director of Harbor Light rehabili-

Of

Harbor Light Topic
Salvation

Army Dinner

tation center and guest speaker,

Mayor Nelson

Bosnian,

Brigadier Vernon Vie, divisionalcommander ot Western

Michigan and Northern Indiana; Robert DeNooyer, past
chairman of the Advisory Board; and Captain W'll'am
Spyker, officer in charge of Holland. (Russ Hopkins photo)

2

Hope College Seniors

Named Wilson

Finalists

who cited the Two Hope College seniors George D. Bishop of Bangor,
presentationconcerning his acti- speaker for his work in Chiand Mark A. Van Dort of Holvities on alcoholic rehabilita- cago since 1955. Quinn is a
land— have been designated as
tion in Chicago’s skid row dis- member of Chicago Mayor
Woodrow Wilson National Feltrict was the high point of the Daley’s committee on Alcoholowship Foundation finalists.
lism,
and
the
Illinois
ConferSalvation Army Annual 'AdvisThe Hope students are among
ory Board Dinner meeting held ence of Social Workers.
741
college seniors selected
Slides
enhanced
the
BrigaThursday night in the lower
from more than 10,000 candihall of the Salvation Army dier’s speech, which was an exBrigadier

Roland

Quinn's der Vernon Vie,

planation of the overwhelming
The dinner was an annual problems of alcoholism, partievent held to honor members cularly on Skid Row, Chicago’s
of the Advisory Board and pre- West Madison St., where 7,000
composed of Terry Marlink,
“unattachedmen,” 20 per cent
Michael W. Allen, son of Mr. sent a business report. No new
Tim Holt, and Bruce Keen
business
was
transacted,
be- over 60, make their homes in
and Mrs. Robert W. Allen, 15467
trailed the whole race, but
trash baskets, on city benches,
Port Sheldon Rd., West Olive, cause monthly meetings are
Came from behind to touch out
or in roach-infestedflop houses.
held for that purpose.
was recently named to “Merit’s
the Reds in the final length of
Harbor Light, Quinn’s reCaptian
William
Spyker, who
Who’s Who Among American
the pool to give the Dutch first
with his wife Carolyn is officer habilitationcenter, works with
High
School Students.”
place and a 74-31 victory.
in charge of the Holland Salva- these men in an attempt to
The Dutch are now 9-7 in This is the second time in tion Army, opened the meeting give them a direction and a
dual meet competition and 4-5 which he has been named to and introduced special guests. meaning for their lives. They
in league competition will host Who’s Who, the first being in
Melvin Boonstra, the new hold daily worship services,
the HudsonvilleEagles in a the 1969-70, Volume IV. He was chairman of the Advisory provide free medical service for
non-conferencemeet Thursday most recently named to the Board, was present,as was the many instances of frostbite,
Mark A. Van Dort
at 7 p.m. in the Holland Com- 1970-71 edition, Volume V.
past chairman Robert De influenza, and cirrhosis, proI As finalist* they will be remunity Pool. The meet will end
Being chosen for this honor Nooyer, vice-chairman Albert vide hospitalization for those
commended by the Woodrow
Holland’s
home
season.
ranks
Allen
in
the
top
2.2
per
We hope that if they are able many fail like he did.
Schaafsma,treasurer L. C. Dal- suffering T. B., and are involvWilson National Fellowship
Result in order of finish:
cent of all the high school stu- man, Walter Roper, Harold ed in a special program at
to find a way to make the mail
This farmer did not realize
Foundation for fellowships and
200-yard
medley
relay—
Holdents in the United States. Milke, and Charles Cooper.
service pay, that they will also
Cook County Hospital in drug
how poor he was. He was dying
assistantshipsawarded by
work on some ideas that may intellectually and spirituallyhe land (D. Holt, Keen, Beedon, Who’s Who is recognized as
Others present were division- research, because many of
graduate schools.
T. Holt), Muskegon (Allard, the largest and leading book in al commander BrigadierVer- these men are so run down
help to improve all of the serwas bankrupt. He had no time
| In past years, some 17,000
Peterson, Ryder, Rischeske). the field of student achieve- non Vie, Brig, and Mrs. Clark, that they don’t respond to penivices. The first importantstep
for God and his neighbors and
college seniors have been honTime 1:52.6.
is reported to have been taken
ment
publications and makes in charge of Grand Rapids cillin.
George
D.
Bishop
the poor, the widows, orphans
ored as Woodrow Wilson Fel200-yard freestyle—Ter Haar him eligible for one of ten Men’s Social Service, Mrs.
toward fixing the rates at a and handicapped,
Harbor
Light
also
leases
a
he
lows, and more than 6,000 now
(H), Maentz (H), Wilson (M). $600 scholarships sponsored by Major Waldron representing residence building, or halfway dates for the honor which
level that will place the postal
could have helped.
Time 2:08.8.
system (in the words of AssisThe Foundation.
Grand
Rapids Women’s Social house, where men can rent a cognized outstanding young teach at colleges and universiGod stepped into this man’s 200-yard individual medley —
tant PostmasterGeneral James
Allen, a senior at West Ot- Service, and corps officers from decent room for a decent price. people who are considering ties across the country. Another
life and took him away from Beukema (H), Hakken (H),
W. Hargrove) on “a sound fintawa, has received recognition Grand Haven Major and Mrs. At the residence hall is offic- careers of service, primarily seven to eight thousand are still
in graduate school, preparing
ancial basis for the first time in his wealth and then he was Bacheller (M). Time 2:29.4.
as Student Council president, George Curtis.
ed an employment agency, in college
Bishop, the son of Mr. and for teaching careers.
many years.” We hope we come poor. God called him a fool even 50-yard freestyle — Bradford junior class president, DramaAlso Mayor Nelson Bosman, which unlike the “slave trade”
up with better service on a pay- though he was a success ac- (H), Stewart (M), Ritcheske tic’s Club president, chief of and past president of the Gold- of the street corner labor of- Mrs. Rex Bishop, is majoring Funds for Woodrow Wilson
cording to the world’s idea. Are (M). Time :23.9.
ing basis.
police, Boys State representa- en Agers Klaas Bulthuis.
fice, provides men with good in social psychology while Van Fellowships have been providthere fools like this man in our
Diving — Sundin (H), Straley tive, a football player, Junior
The decorations for the eve- jobs from which they are paid Dort, the son of Mr. and Mrs. ed by the Ford Foundation, F.
churches?
(M), Huffman (M). Points 192.90 Rotarian, best actor award re- ning, consisting of candles and directly,without a middleman, Paul Van Dort, 10530 Felch St., M. Kirby Corporation, Andrew
III. Some treasures are real (team record).
is majoring in chemistry. W. Mellon Foundation, Charles
cipient,third place State Com- flowers in SalvationArmy Quinn said.
and
last. Laying up treasures
100-yard butterfly — Beedon petition Teen Speaker, senior colors blue, red and yellow,
E. MerrillTrust. Helena RubinQuinn
spoke
of
his
Christmas
Admitted to Holland Hospital
stein Foundation, the U. S.
Tuesday were Mrs. Lawrence in heaven is a task Jesus gives (H), Beukema (H), Ryder (M). senate representative, basket- were created by Mrs. Eric activities, which included 3,500 .
Steel Foundation, and by former
ball statistician and a member Stam, and the programs con- Christmas boxes, midnightserVanden Tak, South Haven; us to do. “For where your
treasure is there will your heart
of
Youth
for
Christ
and
their
1
! Fellows.
vices
sometimes
having
as
taining
the
financial
and
statisDawn Dangremond, 1149 Legion
be also." Where is your heart?
Young GenerationSingers.
tical reports for the past year many as 700 in attendance, and
Park Dr.; Joseph Gutierrez, 305
We
live in a materialisticage.
He will be attending Grand were compiled by Miss Hen- candlelight services held both The highlight of Davenport
West 17th St.; Willis Bouwkamp,
Scout
in Plans For
Rapids School of Bible and rietta Veltman.
outside and in the Harbor Light College of Business’ second an.
Hamilton; Mrs. Demetrio Getting is the passion supreme
in many lives and often the
Music
this
fall.
Special music for the evening Building.
nual homecoming in Grand
Rosales, 127 West 14th St.; RayBlue
A poem read by Mrs. Quinn Rapids, was the crowning of the 3043
was performed by the Pitt
mond E. Van Wieren, 556 Hayes getting is due to the passion of
wanting more things, comforts,
family. This six-member group elucidated the personal prob- queen and king, Feb. 13. This
St.; Homer Combs. Blooming-RnrmilPf
conveniences, luxuries and
Four Hope College students Hospitals List
sang seven songs, including lems of the men on skid row, years queen is Mary Beth
dale; Mrs. Ben Plachta, South
'J0I°
whatsoeverappeals to the phy- participatedin a planning semi“It’s My Desire,” and “Take calling to mind the various Huizenga,daughterof Mr. and
Cub Scout Pack 3043 held its
Up My Cross and Follow Me,” human qualitieswhich she Mrs. Cleo Huizenga, 139 DiviCentral MArvSe.R0BMlchKaOeTngF^
P*- ot tife. nar for a new internationalstudy program in the West African
said
are
so
often
neglected
by
annual
Blue and Gold potluck
accompanying
themselves
on
stone, 626 Central Ave.; Mrs.
sion, Zeeland, and James Schutt
Births in Holland and Zeeland
nation of Senegal.
four
guitars.
those
detached
from
the
situaof
Grandville,
was
crowned
Maria Nienhuis, 49 East 32nd Color
dinner Tuesday evening at the
Hospitals include four boys and
The seminar was held on the
Brigadier Quinn was intro- tion. Mrs. Quinn also gave the king.
St.; Terrace Harrison, 38
/
three girls.
Waukazoo School gymnasium.
campus of De Pauw University,
duced by Divisional comman- benediction for the meeting.
Wall, Zeeland, and Mrs. Philip
Miss Huizenga, a graduate of
Born Tuesday in Holland HosC.U. Holds
Opening and closing ceremoGreencastle, Ind.
Persenaire, 38 West 32nd St.
Holland Christian High School,
pital were a son, Karl John,
Last
Saturday
at
the
Holland
nies
were conductedby Den 4
Discharged Tuesday were
Hope participants were Sam to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Timis a second-year student at
Mumey,
a
senior
from
Accra,
Mable Bolton, 1341 West 32nd Christian High School CafetorDavenport in the legal secre- with the color guard under the
mer, 14566 Baldwin St., West
St.; Lester Borgeson, 13531 Jack ium the 11th Annual Meeting of Ghana*; Sophia Quartey, a fresh- Olive; a son, William George, to
tarial
direction of Greg Farrell. Folman from Holland; Degefa, Eta- Mr. and Mrs. George Briggance,
St., route 1; Janeen Campbell.
the Holland Color Employes
In addition to being^n out- lowing the presentation of the
na, a sophomore from C. O. 243 West 20th St.; a daughter,
3915 48th St.; Mrs. William Du
standing academic student, she flag. Robert Bauspies reatl
Mond, 600 Lawn Ave.; Stanley C. U. was held. A banquet was Amer Mission Demb Bolo Wal- Leigh Ann, to Mr. and Mrs.
is an official hostess for the Red Skelton’s version of the
lega, Ethiopia; and Dinah Zini,
Hamstra. 202 Elwell Ct.; Mrs. attended by 140 members.
Richard Schmidt,166 East 26th
college,a member of the Judi- pledge of allegiance.
Charles Hastings. Hamilton;Ira
President James Stepp pre- a sophomore from Villars, St.
Packmaster Donald VanHekZEELAND
The
Wyoming
earlier in the season at Wyom- cial Board of Association of
Mills, South Haven; James sided at the meeting and intro- France.
A son, Nathan Kryn, was born Vikings squeaked past Zeeland ing.
Women
Students, active in Fu- ken introducedformer PackDe Pauw is acting as agent today to Mr. and Mrs. Barton
Morse, 45 East 17th St.; Mrs. duced Nick Nienhuiswho gave
ture Secretaries’ Association, master Richard Van Dyke, his
in an O-K White Division basZeeland (70)
Richard Palmatier, 20 East 26th the secretary’s report, and university in Senegal for the Kalkman, 568 Myrtle Ave., a
FG FT PF TP involved in the Big and Little wife and sons Dick. David and
ketball contest,72-70 here TuesGreat
Lakes
Colleges
AssociaSt.; Mrs. Gordon Timmerman, James Borr who gave the treasdaughter,Celia S., born today day night.
1
2 13 Sister Organization,and a Paul who were honored guests.
Beyer, f ...... .
Hamilton; Mrs. Andrew Van urer’s report. Sherwin Ortman, tion (GLCA) a group of 12 pri- to Mr. and Mrs. Cipriano Gon5
4 13 member of the Ski Club.
Other invited guests who were
Johnson,
f
.... .
Zeeland
took
a
22-16
first
Fleeren, 1178 WintergreenDr.; vice-president,handed out priz- vate liberal arts schools in Ohio, zales, Jr., 261 East Ninth St.
2 10
2
Schepel, c .... .
unable to attend were MargaMichigan
and
Indiana.
In
SepMrs. Raymond Van Order, route
Zeeland Hospital births on period lead and increased the Rios, g ........ ..
0
1
14
ret, Patricia and Teressa Van
5, 1711 South Washington,and
Elections were held and John
A0U5l.D^ Tuesday includeda son, Ran- margin to 42*33 at the intermis- Hop, g ........ .
3
3 13
Dyke and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Pauw,
will
launch
an
annual
Clara Bouma, 312 West 22nd St. Parker was elected to the
dall Jay, born to Mr. and Mrs. sion behind the hot hand of Brinks, g ...... ..0 0
4
0
Reimink.
two-semester program at the
Board of Directors along with
Charles Postma, 2433 40th Ave., John Beyer.
VandenBeldt,
g
..
1
1
5
A blue and gold floral arUniversity of Dakar in Senegal.
James Borr who was reelected
Hudsonville; a daughter, Ellen
Wyoming took complete con- Engle, f
0
0
2
rangement was presented to
Students who ultimately enroll
to the Board. Bob E. Davis was
Marie, born to Mr. and Mrs. trol of the second half by cutMrs. Van Dyke in appreciation
in the Senegal program in DaMrs. Harry Schemper has elected to the credit committee kar will leave the United States Edward Baron, 15580 Comstock ting into the Chix margin to
GRAND HAVEN-The follow- for her past work with the
Totals ....... : 29 12 17 70
St., Grand Haven.
sold her farm to Mr. and Mrs. and Larry Day was elected to
only trail by three points, 54Wyoming (72)
mg six divorces were granted organization. Committee memin late September. They will
Kenneth Kooiker; the Kooiker’s the supervisory committee.
51 heading into the final eight
FG FT PF TP in Ottawa CircuitCourt Monday bers were presented along with
live in student dormitoriesat
in turn sold their place to Mr.
minutes.
..
7
Baumack, f
2 19 by Judge Wendell A. Miles: ..|den mothers who in turn asked
The outgoing officerswere the Universityof Dakar and
Police
The Vikings took the decision Cloin, f ...... .. 1 2 4 4 . Elaine Brink of Park town- each boy to introduce his parand Mrs. David Snyder from James Stepp from the Board of participate in regular classes.
by outscoring the Chix, 21-16 in Schrumpf, c .. ..
Pine Creek. Both families have Directors, Bob Weersing from The language of instructionwill
3
3 15 ship from Victor Brink and ents.
Breakin
the final period.
3
already
the credit committee and Jack be French.
Walstra.g .... ..
3 15 custody of three children to Bobcat pins were given to
Miss Ann Looman has been De Graaf from the supervisory
2
3 14
ZEELAND-Police Monday in- Leading the Vikings in scor- Bont. g ........ ..
Doug Topp, Curtis Streur, Jeff
visitingher nephew, Carl Boes. committee.
ing were Jim Baumback and Racey, g ...... ..
0
5
vestigated a breakin reported
Gary Van Slootcn of West Bos and Dan Harrington. Dean
a former resident here, now of
Carl Schrumpf, Scott Walstra, Kemperman,
of Prayer
..0 0 1 0 Olive from Jane Van Slooten | Farrell received a gold and a
Sunday at Allen Extruders, 421
Borculo,who underwent surRoger Bont with 19, 15, 15 and
North Centennial. Nothing was
and defendant may resume her) silver arrow. Webelos memgery at Ferguson Hospitalin
Injuries
14 points in that order.
For
Totals ....... 27 18 16 72
believed missing.
former name, Jane Ritchie. bers, Mike Feuerstein,Martin
Grand Rapids last week.
High scorer for Zeeland was
Police said intruders gained
Beverly Van Dyke of Holland i Van Hekken, Eric Snoey, Bob
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Van In
Rene Rios with 14. Other Chix Marriage Licenses
entry by kicking out a window
from Melvin Van
Bauspies and Rod Van Dyke
Vliet of East Lansing visited GRAND
. ...... .
in
double
figures
were
Beyer,
HAVEN - George
on the south side of the build(Ottawa
County)
Sharon
Kay
Yates
of
Spring
received
scientist, artist
Bob Johnson, Terry Top and
Sunday was a Day of PrayMr. and Mrs. Jim Otting g steggerda. 32, of 166 E a s t
ing and ransacked drawers of
Lake
from
Roger
Yates
and
and
craftsman
awards,
Peter
L.
Cook,
Jr.,
25,
and
Dennis
Schepel
with
13,
13,
13
Mrs. Jennie Vander Zwaag, in 97th St., Holland,escaped in- er for Peace in Vietnam in
a desk in an office. A small and 10 respectively.
plaintiffmay resume former A sdenf auction on baked
honor of her birthday anniver- jurjes in a two-car collision churches in the Holland-Zeeland
Janice
Volkema,
18,
Grand
amount of money in a cash
goods was held followed by a
name, Sharon Mathews.
Zeeland’srecord now stands
Thursday at 10:45 a.m. at Fer- area.
box was untouched, police said. at 3-12 overall and puts them in Haven; Lewis Jay De Kuiper,
movie on skiing shown by
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kooman rjs 3^ an(j U.S.-31 in which two
The request for special prayJudith Baker of Cadillac from
The breakin, believed to have a tie for the basement with 27, and Judy Ann Mannes, 25,
Bauspies.
and childrenwere visitors at persons in the other car were ers in all churches came from
Thomas
Baker.
occured Saturday night, was Wyoming in the league with Holland; Robert Jay Borgman,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ken- injured.
the Holland-ZeelandMinisterJames Miller of Grand Haven
22, and Linda Lou Molter, 22,
neth Hassevoortin Borculo Steggerdawas northboundon ial Association in view of ser- discovered Sunday at 7:55 a.m. identical 2-11 marks.
Ottawa County Lists Ten
from Kathryn L. Miller.
Holland.
Saturday.
The Chix will close out the
U.S.-31when a car operated by ious developments in Vietnam
Reportingfor Induction
Zeeland Tax Collection
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bekuis and Fannie Beekman, 70, Grand and in borderingcountries.
season at home Friday by hostCrash
While
Turning
Hits Par ked Car
children spent the weekend at Haven, westboundon Ferris St.,
ing South Christian.
The decision designating Sun- Reaches 97 Per Cent
A total of ten men left Tuesthe home of Mr. and Mrs. pulled into the path of the Steg- day as a Day of Prayer was
Zeeland’sfine reserve team
A parked car registered to Autos driven by Evelyn Ann day for induction from Ottawa
ZEELAND
Propertytax won a thriller in the final three
Personette, 44, Dowagiac, and County, according to the Otgerda auto, Michigan State made Friday night by the MinGlen Elliot Brown, 2487 Briarcollectionsin Zeeland were re- seconds on a 30-foot jump shot
Marion G. Feyen, 43, West tawa County Selective Service
isterial
Association
headed
by
Police
said.
Hits Car Ahead
wood Dr., was struck by an- Olive, collidedSaturday at 8:14 Board.
Mrs. Beekman was treated at the Rev. John Nieusma in con- ported at 97 per cent today by by Bill Maat to make the final
Grit, 21, 1097 Riley St., stopped
other car backing from a park- p.m. at River Ave. and 19th
They include John E. Trualong eastbound Eighth St. 200 North Ottawa community hospi- sultation with Mayor Nelson treasurer Mrs. Mary Shepard. score, 63-61.
The total levy was for $367,- High point men for the Chix ing space along Ninth St., 30 St. Officerssaid the Personette deau, Bernard J. Bronsink, Darfeet west of Columbia Ave., was tal and released. Her passen- Bosman.
was Gary Hoover with 17 mark- feet east of River Ave. Monday car was attempting a left turn vin Riddell, Kenneth J. Key,
They request that all churches 595.99.
struck from behind by a car ger, Elizabeth Jokobia, 81,
from southbound River onto Robert L. Osterbaan, Jr., Larry
Unpaid
taxes
now
bear
a
ers
while Steve Bassett and
remain
open
throughout
the
day
Grand
Haven,
was
admitted
for
driven by Lynn D. Reich, 22, 7
at 6:40 p.m. The other car was
State St. while the Feyen car W. Tibbet, Johannes H. Meyer,
East 25th St. Wednesday at observation. Mrs. Beekman was for people to come in for spe- three per cent penalty and after Kurt Bennett added 15 and 14.
operatedby William J. Barna- was northbound on Michigan Gary L. Hirdes, Durk H. PiersThe
Chix
now
14-1
overall
got
Saturday
that
penalty
increases
cial
prayers
for
peace
and
betcited for failure to yield the
11:23 p.m.
Ave. heading for River Ave.
to 4& per cent, she said
revenge from their only defeat fcy, 16, 295 West 20th St.
ma and Bruce W. Ferguson.
ter relations in Vietnam,
A car operated by John C. right of way.
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Nature Fluke Turns Water

Animal Into Land Animal
funny thing happened to
Jerry Bosscher’s senior. biology
project at Hope College — one
of his water animals (axolotls)
turned into a landlubber (tiger
salamander).

The

%

.0

X

axolotls.

Plans Discussed,

1

Program Given At
Xi Beta Tau Meet
Mrs. Albert Klinge opened
her home to the Xi Beta Tau
chapter.President Mrs. Josh
Starck led the opening ritual,
and then a business meeting

physiological

However, during

d

was

EXAMINES FLUKE

tried to keep up with the anato-

axolotls for the

De Witt was dead on arrival
at Muskegon’s Hackley Hospi-

Delong

ruaLTHope w^'aam ra

termty and is currently teachinjg mathematics at Hamilton

-

School.
plannedHigh

Hospital

'

__

’

n* I

Notes

I

r-

tal Friday

were

j

Ends
:

^

i

^

h the band and
J

r*

Stanley D.
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s'*

DayCare

Center Events

Admitted to Holland Hospi-

^

Sunday, Feb. 21 culminates
busy Fifth Birthday Week

HnHanw

f

a

Mrs. James Allen Ktevit

o r

James

Allen groom is the son of Mr. and
Hamstra, 202 Elwell Ct.; Mrs. Tho
aml
.
u ... it d b nCn ui . in.w hc Ho,‘and Da> Cafe Center Kievit are residing at 63a1,2 Mrs. William J. Kievit, 2727
Harnett Beck, 263 West 10th a, Thjrd and
Michigan Ave., following a nor- 120th Ave.

^rs-.

Hope

St.; Mrs. Norman D. Simp- 0pt,n hoiJse provided a time fo them wedding trip. The couple
For her wedding the bride
son, 25 East 16th St.; James visit lhe chUdren during their Was. parried Jam 22 in the As. chose a floor-lengthwhite silk
Morse, 45 East 17th St.; John hll,v Thic •
* n
sembly of God Church with the gown with lace sleeves and a
..
busy da>- rh,s inc,uded an in- Rev. Donald L. Roberts offi,

..

.......

Xi Beta Tau sponsored the
Mark Tucker, a John Tunc,

mical changes,” says Dr. Rieck.

“
s.aj/

An August 27 wedding isi DirthOOy PortV

application of

— Dr. Timothy Stabler raises the
Hope College biology department. Here

^

Grand Hav™ h*h *»ool

Dhi

hlr

L Phi Kappa Alpha
Ai^wr^
her ofthe
fra- was
orches(

held.

Plans were discussed for the
forming of a new Exemplar
chapter.It was decided that
the eligible Ritual of Jewels
chapter members would be
rushed with a social and a future cultural program, then the
decision would be made.

First, he noticed that the
axolotl began surfacing to
breathe (axolotlshave gills,
like fish). More pronounced
changes had occurred by the
time school reopened in early
January, including: loss of the
external gills, shedding skin
six times, changing tail from
broad paddle to slender one,
color changed from olive-drab
to black with white and yellow
spots, and changed head shape
including protrudingeyeballs.
When school resumed and the
changes continued, “We finally
began taking photographs and

Miss Carol Beth

h

a

ed

companions injured Saturday
when their station wagon failed
to negotiate a curve in Newaygo county and struck a tree.
The mishap occured along
Maple Island Rd. Saturday at
12:20 p.m. as the trio was
heading toward a farm near
Hesperia owned by the parents
of one of the youths.

a

Bosscher,
senior from
Grand Rapids, began his project
Oct. 9 and recorded the be-

the recent Christmas vacation,
he began to notice changes in
his control animal as well.

Nor-

Lynn Wise.
tal of multiple injuries.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. De The driver of the vehicle,EdThose named from Zeeland
were Gertrude Irene Faber, Long of Muskegon, announce ward Grafton, 17, Ferrysburg,
Richard Steven Ruch, Ethel the engagement of their daugh- and another passenger. Joseph
Fae Verduin; named from ter, Carol Beth, to Thomas Ray Rebar, 17, Grand Haven, were
Hamilton were Ronald Alan Hondorp, son of Mr. and Mrs. taken to Hackley hospital for
Joostberns and Keith J. Newell. Milton J. Hondorp of Grand treatment.
Also, on the Dean’s List were Rapids.
Survivors include the parents,
Julie Anne Tibbitts, Douglas;
Miss De Long is a junior at
'brolher, Garv/at the Uni".?:
Julia Ellen Zischke, Dorr and Hope College, majoring m psy- sity o( Michigan,and a sister
Larry Wilmer Howard, Burnips. chology and sociology and is Kav at
e
afliliatedwith the Delta Phi: [)c wiu was a
at

beings.

and

GRAND HAVEN-Mark

man De Witt, 17, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Norman R. De Witt. 1929
Pine Ct., was killed and two1

Stoner, William B. Swieringa,
John Charles Timmer, Nancy
Todd, Patricia Ann Van Nuil,
Clair Hollis Ver Way and Vicki

member under whom
Bosscher was working.

Car Crash

In

total of 1,691 students

Grissen, Robert Charles Grunst,
Robert John Haven, Dave Owen
Kaiser, Charlene A. Knooihuizen, Karen Sue Kolenbrander,
Mark Alan Kuipers, Laurie Jo
Pelon, Kristi Lou Ritterby,
Nancy Gay Smith, Susan Gayle

faculty

havioral

Youth Killed

Those named from Holland
were Janice Kay Bosch, Vickie
Lee Burchfield,Patricia Ann

axolotl to tiger salamander
can be induced in laboratories
and is often done by introducing
iodine or thiamine into * the
animal's environment. But it
happens “very infrequently in
nature” accordingto Dr. Norban W. Rieck, associate professor of biology and the Hope

Home in Holland
Following Honeymoon

'Grand Haven /Make

at Western Michigan University
to be named to the Dean’s List
for the recent fall semester.

The metamorphosis from

changes in the mercury-poison-

Engaged

!

Some 28 area students were

among a

A

ex-axolotlwas being
used as a control animal (one
living under normal conditions)
as part of a project in which
several other axolotls were exposed to small quantities of a
methyl-mercurycompound. The
results of the mercury portion
of the project aren’t yet complete, but it appears that there
is a direct correlation between
exposure to poisonous mercury
and a shortened life-span.It
has not yet been determined
whether or not the axolotlsare
effected in ways (and parts of
the body) similar to human

List
28 Named To
Dean's

1971

14195

Julie Tuinsma, 603

senior at West Ottawa, for a
Beta Sigma Phi scholarship.
Mrs. David Rogers, a transfer from Farmington, was introduced and she gave the
group some ideas from her
former chapter.
A joint cultural meeting will
be held March 1 at the Peoples State Bank, on the north
side and a joint potluck, March
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Discharged Friday were John
Beltman, 430 Van Raalte; Mrs. blowing birthday party.
Charles S. Combs, 669 Lark- Serving on the committee as
wood Dr.; Michael Dys, Jeni- co-chairmanare Mrs. Willard
son; Glen Folkert.Hamilton; Wichers and Mrs. L. W. Lamb.:
Mrs. Ernest C. Godfrey, 1980 Assistingare Mrs. Robert Elder,
DriftwoodDr.; Stacey Slighter, Mrs. Don Vink. Mrs. M. Wou.i580 Washington Ave.; Nella wyck, Mrs. James Joldersma,
15 at the VFW hall.
Mrs. Russ Hedrick co-chair- Staal, 236 East 12th St.; Nancy Mrs. James Brooks, Mrs. Robert
Todd, route 1, Zeeland; Philip Cecil and Mrs. Nery Luria.
man of Founders
anInvited to pour at the tea
nounced it w o u 1 d be held Tummel, 724 Butternut Dr.;
Mrs. Nathan Van Lente. 137 table are Mrs. David Fetters,
April 29 this year at Tara.
Dunton, and Arabella Whitta- Mrs. Vernon Ten Cate. Mrs.
Election of officers will be held

,

A

dj

bHde was

lhe

Ja.

*

WOre 3 de«P P,nk g°Wn W,th 3

Donald L. Kievit attended the

groom as

best

man

while Paul

A. Vander Wilk and Gary Lee
Kievit were ushers.
A reception was held in the
I church basement with Patty K.
Vander Wilk registeringthe
guests, Patricia Kievit and Ed
De Haan serving punch and
Tom and Sue Boerigter arrang-

:

he examines the axolotl-turned-salamander
amid dishes of
were sure we had somethe animal's parents and brothers and sisters.
thing unusual because all conditions remained the same —
what we’ll probably feed him
i ing the gifts.
he was fed and his environwhen we can find them," says Mrs.
The groom is employed by
ment (water) changed three
ker, 2717 132nd Ave.
Gerald
Postma,
Mrs.
Mark
Dr. Rieck. Meanwhile,the Hope
the first meeting in April since
i Northern Fibre Products.
times a week, temperaturesreAdmitted Saturday were Walvoord.Mrs. Glen Peterman.
at
biologistsare trying to interest
there will be no regular meetmained the same — we hadn't
Tracey
Fitts, 377 West 22nd St.; Mrs. W. A. Butler, Mrs. Nelson
the salamander in meal worms.
ings in March.
done anything to artificially
Mrs. Grace Veenhoven. 80,
Gordon Arnold, 756 LillianSt.; Bosman. Mrs. Darwin Salisbury
The
closing ritual wan then
Dr.
Stabler,
who
raises
the
induce the change.”
12310 New Holland St., died FriRichard Aardsma, 117 East 37th Mrs. Giro Cadena, Mrs. Robert
Once the resident of a dish axolotls for the department, day evening at Holland Hospi- recited, and Mrs. Russ Hed- St.; Mrs. John Albers, Hamil- Hoeksema, Mrs. Roger Rietberg.
rick
presented
the
cultural
of water, the tiger salamander says they live naturally in tal where she had been a patient
program on friendship. She ton; Janeen Campbell. Hamil- Mrs. Paul Winchester. Mrs!i
now lives on land (in a terrar- lakes and ponds around Mexico for the past two days.
read an article called “Friend- ton; Sylvia Martinez, Fennville; John Donnely, Mrs. Henry Stefium) and no longer swims with City and are used to cold water.
She was born in the Nether- ship” taken from the Readers Mrs. Herny Glass, 242 Maple fens, Mrs. Ronald Beyer. Mrs.
facility. He has also changed Tiger salamanders, on the other lands and came to this country
Ave., Zeeland; Mrs. Tena Brow- Robert Elder. Mrs. Celestino
Digest. This was a story of a
hand, are found throughout the
his eating habits. Dr. Rieck and
45 years ago. Her husband, janitor who was friend to every- er, 349 Lane Ave.; Mrs. Laurin Reyes, and Mrs. Vernon Boers
Dr. Timothy Stabler, assistant northeastern U. S., often under Ralph, died April 28, 1970. She
Huntoon, 365 Maple Ave., and ma.
body, and when his company,
professor and director of labo- rotting logs in fairly moist was a member of the New
John
H. Van Lente, 29 East At .3 p.m. there will be a
Mrs. William It. Brookstra
Illinois Bell, learned of this
ratories in Hope’s biology de- places. They are most notice- Apostolic Church.
14th
“Wishing Ceremony” as the
they
relieved him of his janiable
in
the
spring
when
they
partment,have been searching
Surviving are two sons, Henry
Discharged Saturday were five candles are biown out a!
Rrnrtlf cf rn
torial duties and promoted him
for a new diet for the salaman- are sometimes found on cold, and John, both of Holland; four
Mrs. James Borr, West Olive; Third Church. Anyone mayj,Y,r** TT* Druu*^iru
to
a
position
in
public
relations
der. “He’s not eating much wet lawns enroute to ponds, daughters, Mrs. Justus (Louise)
Gilbert© R. Campos, 14245 make a wish. Those who w i Tl Hipc in
for the company where his job
liver (which is what he lived on where they breed.
Quincy; Brian K. Holt. 189 start out with their good
11 1 •WIIUIUIII
Veen of Marquette; Mrs. John
was to find ways to better reas an axolotl),”says Dr. Stab(Theresa) Heidema and Mrs. lations for the company with South Division;Mrs. William will be Mrs. Robert Cecil, the
The first radio distress signal Edwin (Janet) Redder, both of
ler, "so we’re trping to find a
Johnson and baby. 1303 Natch- Rev. Glen Peterman, the Rev.
UI UJ
the community.Mrs. Hedrick
suitable replacement.”One of was the CQD signal established Holland and Mrs. Herman
ez; Dawn Marie Leslie, Fenn- Mark Walvoord. Mrs. Nery unMni,TIir u
won the hostess gift.
the problemsis that flies, which in 1904. The SOS distress sig- (Hilda) Onken of Fennville; 18
ville; Deborah Nyboer, 104 Luria, Mayor Nelson
D- "J™’311 7, p5.
salamanders normally eat, nal was adopted in 1906 at the grandchildren;11 great grand- Those attending were the West 17th St.; John Stehle, |3nd Mrs. Larrv Den Uyl,
Brookstra. 33. the
aren’t too abundant during InternationalRadio Telegraphic children;two brothers, Louis Mesdames Hedrick, Jack Bon- Birchwood Manor; Howard ior Welfare
ormeF sbaron CJra^ford- dau8h;
zelaar, Richard Cartier. RobMichigan winters, “but that’s Conventionin Berlin.
'er °,f JMr,
Donald
Heidema of Shepard, Mont.; ert Hampson, Roger Hattem. Stephenson, Zeeland;
Crawford of Holland, died in a
and Wessel Heidema of Hol- Donald Williams, Donald Richard E. Straight, 17 West Fahocha Class
16th St.; Henry W. Ten
fosPltal hcre
foh
land; one sister, Mrs. Dick
Bench, Fred Davis, Starck,
owing an upper respiratory
Adamse of Apeldoorn,Nether- Paul Lambert, Richard Van Hamilton; Susanne Van Order. Morch lalent
312 West 12th St.; Brian Alan The Fahocha Sundav School
lands; one sister-in-law.Mrs.
Haver, Ernest Wenzel, Rogers
Vander Molen. Hamilton;Sister; Class of the First United Metli- Thp Brookstras have been liv-j
Margaret Heidema of Holland.
and Klinge.
Mary Nadalele Varano. 195! odist Church held a morning, 'nR 'n Hawaii since last year
West 13th St., and Alfonso coffee at 9:30 a.m. Thursday at lwllen Lt. Brookstra was assign- Ai the value of your house floes up
John Kent, 87, Former
2 Panthers Take 1st
the home of Mrs. Donald Pef- ed to the Naval base as supply
Pratto, 476 Columbia.
so ooes your insurance coverage,
Douglas Resident, Dies
officer.
Admitted Sunday were RanPlace in Indoor Track
with a State Farm Homeowne'sPolBLUE ISLAND, 111. - John BIG RAPIDS - West Ottawa dall De Vries, 184 East 27th The proceedso f the benefit Mrs. Brookstrawas a grad- icy. State Farm is all you reed to
know about insurance. Call me today.
Kent, 87, former residentof chalked up a six place finish in St.; Luann Vander Kolk, route coffee will go to the Methodist uate of Kemper Hall. Kenosha,
Douglas, and member of All the Class B sixth annual Ferris 5; Everdina Wiersma, 579 Committee for Overseas Re- Wis., attended Sophie Newcomb
West 22nd St.; Mrs. Raymond
College and was graduated from
Saints Episcopal Church there State College Invitational inVan Order, route 5, 1711 South Fourteen members attended. Hope College. She was a memdied Saturday morning follow- door track tourney Saturday
Washington; Mrs. John Ten Everyone was reminded to ber of the Episcopal Church and
with 14 points.
ing a long illness.
Cate, 241 170th Ave.; Mrs. El- make something for the Talent the Navy Wives organization,
Holly
won
the
crown
with
Surviving are his wife,
mer Hirdes, 109 Dunton; Kelly Night Auction to be held at the Besides her husband and parLucille and several children 31 ^ points.
Geary,
Hamilton; Mrs. Ronald church March 29. Mrs. Gordon ents, survivorsinclude a son,
Randy
Lawrence
and
Dave
j and grandchildren.
Henson of the Panthers took Driesenga, 450 Rose Park Dr., Bowie. Mrs. Leonard Dick, and Michael Crawford Brookstra. a
The front and back legs of a first place in the two-mile and and Mary Ver Hoef, Birchwood Mrs. Roger Knoll furnished the daughter. Laura McBride
Manor.
Brookstra and a sister, Mrs.
pole vault respectively.
giraffe are the same length.
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James (Jill) Brown of

Holland.

Maja Speaks
Hope Women's Guild

Rev. A.
To

The Rev. Abraham
from Pretoria. South

|

Maja,

Africa,

and presently studying at Western Theological Seminary, was
the special guest and speaker
for the Hope Church Women’s
Guild at a noon luncheon Wednesday. Rev. Maja. along with
Mrs. John Piet, presented an
informative tour of Africa.They
were introduced by program
chairman. Mrs. Isla Van Eenanaam.
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Your Stito Farm

Your Stalo Farm

family imuranco

family insurant#

PHONES
396-8294 and 392-8133

24

East 9»n

STATE

Opening prayer was given by
Mrs. John DeValois. Mrs. Vernon Boersma. guild president,
conducted the business meet-

St.

FARM

Farm Fire and
CasualtyCompany
Stalo

Home

Office:

Bloomington,Illinois

ing.

Hats Off!
THE BIG

DUTCHMAN

SALUTES

HOLLAND HIGH
QUIZ BOWL WINNERS
We’re impressed with the
our

brilliantperformance of

Holland High School students

who won

the Channel 13 Quiz Bowl. Congratulations to

EXAMINES 'KIN'— Tiger Salamander (bottom) used to

Jim Bradford, Ginny DeHaan, Dave DeKok,
Garth Kammerling, and their coach, Miss
Barbara Lampen.
be

an axolotl (top). Here the ex-axolotl swims (none too well)
after an axolotl hatched from the same batch of eggs. The
salamander underwent a metamorphosis in which he lost
the gills and broad, paddle-like tail which enable axolotls
to live in water.

HOLLAND MOTOR EXPRESS, INC.

_
FIREMEN DOUSE FLAMES IN HARRINGTON FUEL AND DOCK CO, WAREHOUSE

General Office*, Holland, Michigan
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ASSIGNED

POST-Clifford

Lee DeFeyter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford W. De
Feyter of 82 River Hills
Dr., has been assigned to
the Detroit post of the
Michigan State Police. De
Feyter was among 35 other
MichiganState Police candidates graduatingFriday as
probationary troopers in
ceremonies for the 78th recruit class in the Lansing
National Guard armory. He
is married to the former

Marylou Kaat.

The De

Feyters have one child and
currently reside at 765 Lil-

COMPLETES PROGRAM

-

ber Miss Betty Garlic. The six-week course

Mrs. Rebecca
Rivera, (left) of Holland, discussesher
recently completed course in leadership
training for Head Start programs with the
director of the program,MSU faculty mem-

faculty and various guest speakers.

Norm Japinga

Kappa Nu
Holds

in East Lansing,featuring specialty areas
such as group dynamics,was conducted by

In 1st

Election,

to

Holland

Work

Regional Game

Woman

Takes Training

Norm

Japinga, of Holland,
BATTLE WAREHOUSE FIRE — Thick smoke pours from
Start
lian St.
who is regarded as one of the For
the maintenance and warehouse building of the Harrington
Discusses Plans
top basketball officialsin the
Mrs. Rebecca Rivera of 267
Fuel & Dock Co., in a fire Sunday morning that was disThe Kappa Nu Chapter of state will be working in his
II
covered by a Holland policeman on patrol. One fireman,
Beta Sigma Phi met at the fjrst Regional contest on Wed- West 13th St. has successfully
Jerry Heerspink, was overcome by the smoke but returned
i home of Mrs. Thomas Corcoran nesday, March 10 in Reed Field- compieted the leadership trainI Monday
house on the campus of Western
. MichiBan state
to battle the fire after receiving oxygen at the scene. The
Guest
speaker
for
the
evening
Michigan
R
120 by 40-foot structure housed six trucks and two front
Holland unit of Mothers of
was Dr. John Hopkins, chair-: Japinga, who is in his 23rd University,
World War II met Wednesday man of the communicationsde- season as a basketball official. Designed for staff presently
evening
the northsideI partment of Hope College. He will be working the Class A Re- working in Head Start prothe six-weekcourse
branch, Peoples State Bank was assistedby Miss Mary gional that will include District
Niles,
Battle
focused strongly on early childwinners
from
with Mrs. Abe Veurink, presi- Ponstein, senior at Hope. Dr.
Hopkins spoke on the history of Creek. Portage and Lansing hood development and techdent, presiding. Filling in as
niques of working with children.
language.Miss Ponstein read Eastern.
protem were chaplain, Mrs.
It includes instruction in all
brief excerpts from her term
Jeanette Cranmer, first vice
the component parts of Head
Katherine McKenzie, member
paper
showing
how
the
meanpresident,Mrs. Louis Poppema,
Start
community action,
of the Holland School Board,
ing of words change with the
and second vice president,Mrs.
nutrition, medical and dental
different
cultures.
gave a presentation of the Budd Eastman.
care, and social work.
One fireman. Jerry Heerspink,! by 40-foot structure was con- board’s concerns and actions Mrs. Marvin Rotman, secre- Following the culturalpro- In Recovering
Fire authoritiesMonday probTrainees observe in a numtary, read the state conventiongram, Mrs. Corcoran, president,
.
ed the damaged warehouse of of 68 West 17th St., was overcall from state president, Mrs. presided over the business LObl TTneCIV^nair ! her of schools, Head Start proHarrington Fuel & Dock Co., for come by smoke and received
grams and day care centers in
ceiling of the building.
*r OrganizationTuesday eve- Matilda Wilson of Coldwater. meeting. Discussed were the __
clues to the cause of a fire Sunthe Lansing area. They receive
oxygen at the scene before replans
for
the
joint
cultural
meetGRAND
RAPIDS—
The
Easter
The fire was discovered at ning.
The conventionwill be held
day morning.
, j practical experienceby working to be held at the northside Seal Society of Grand Valley,
turning
to
battle
the
blaze.
8:48
a.m.
by
Holland
police;
Financial
concerns
were
first
April 20-22 in Jackson.
Fire Chief Richard Brandt
! ing at Edgewood United CoopEarlier reports of $100,000 Cpl. Robert Ryzanca while on considered. The possible local Holland unit voted to send branch of Peoples State Bank which includes Ottawa county
said the fire was believed to
today commended a Zeeland erative Nursery and the Sparoh
March
1
which
was
posteffectsof the proposedtwo per Mrs. William Padgett as delehave started in the southwest damage were trimmed Monday routine patrol,
poned from Feb. 1 due to the youth who found a wheel chair tan Nursery on campus,
corner of the corrugated sheet by owner Carl Harringtonand Firemen respondedwith three cent cut in state aid were dis- gate and Mrs. Albert Boyce as
missing from a shopping center. in the weeks following the
weather.
alternate.
Three
others
from
steel and cement block structure Brandt. Brandt said he doubted engjncs and an aerial ladder cussed. and the basis used to
Mrs. Dolores Bosse, acting conclusionof the on-campus
Also
discussed
was
the
joint
Holland are attending with
open
jned on |he scene decide the amount of‘ operating
west of the Harringtonoffices the damage would reach $75
executive directorof the society, program, MSU faculty members
positions
on
the
state
level,
j
potluck
to
be
held
March
15
at
d of
of votmillage to be requested
Harrington and Brandt said
along Lake Macatawa at Eighth
Rick Johnson, 15, of will visit trainees and in some
..
ers as the April 5 election to Mrs. LeRoy, second vice presi-! 7:30 p.m. at the VFW,
six trucks and two front-end ahou’ '“'2
St. and Washington Blvd.
885 Maple Lane, Zeeland, for instances conduct work-shopsin
dent; Mrs. Veurink, state con- 1 Founders Day on April 29 at
Brandt said preliminaryin- loaders housed in the building Flames were preventedfrom program was explained.
recovering the wheel chair from the trainees'home town.
Also under discussion was the vention page; Mrs. Rotman, j Tara. Kappa Nu is in charge
vestigation
failed were removed by firemen and reaching the office building and
property along M-21 near ZeeThe program, taught by MSU
to indicate possible cause of company personnel and the nearby piles of coal. The dam- board’s progress on the Junior conventionpublicity chairman. | of entertainment, publicity and land and notifying the society.
faculty
with guest lecturers
Mrs. Poppema showed three photography.It was decided
the fire. He said he may call equipmentescaped serious dam- aged structurewas used for High School situation.
Mrs. Bosse said the wheel ca||c(j Upon for Specjaity areas,
The
recommendation
of
the
lap
robes
she
has
made
for
the
vehicle storage and maintenin state fire inspectors to help
chair, valued at about $175, was j funded^y a Sraat from the
U/ppLpppI
Citizen’s Advisory Committee Michigan Veterans Facility. AnFire damage inside the 120 , ance.
determinethe cause.
one of several provided
o( Health, Educanouncement
was
made
of
a
1
Cl
1
vvccr\ciiu
formed last year was for the
Easter Seal funds for use at
;
construction of two new Junior social and fun party to be held D;r+Uc | ir+orl
shopping malls in the Grand tlon- ^Welfare.
this area. Suggested theme for 1 Rifes for Infant Son
LlolCU
High buildings, and an arch- March 10 at Mrs. Boyce’s home,
Rapids area.
etectural firm has been chosen 295 Washington Blvd.
!.n , l.97!, i5st,?1UaJ,ionlhw ?s Of James Roelofs' Held
Mrs. Bosse said she was at"Dutch Hospitality, ’ with tuLunch was served by Mrs. In Hospitals
by the board so cost estimates
Plans
lips, windmills, wooden shoes
ZEELAND
Jeffery
ttei y Lee,
ma(je ancj presented to ; Millie Sale
Sal
and Mrs. Hazel Area hospitals list 10 week- tempting to learn how the wheel
and a Dutch lunch buffet. Pro-:Roe|o(in(ant son of Mr. and the public in a bond issue at a Weldheer. The- next meeting end babies, includedare four chair, which carried identifi- Dies at
cation markings, happened to be
Installation
grams will be printed up in'
will be held March 3 at Peoples girls and six boys. Twin girls
Mrs. James E. Roelofs, 2508 future date.
ZEELAND
Mrs. Gerrit
placed where Rick found it.
blue and gold.
northside office.
were born in Holland Hospital.
Floral Dr.. Zeeland, died Mon- . The Junior High curriculum
Initiationservices were con(Carrie) Ortman, 80, formerly
Mrs. Frank Sharkey, chairHolland Hospital lists a son.
at CommunityHospital six *s un(!er considerationby
ducted by president,Mrs. Peter
of Beeline Road, Holland, died
man of Little Dears, reported day
Brent Willard, born Saturday to
hours after his
committee of professional edu- Star of Bethlehem Has
Botsis, for four new members
Thursday at a local convalesMrs.
on the potluck last week and set
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey DykeSurviving in addition to his cators. When their
ancj pr0gram
at the Holland Emblem Club's
cent home following a lingering
a dinner date for March 26.
3
graff, route 2, Zeeland; a
regular meeting Thursday eveparents are a sister, Kristie dations are presented, Mrs.
illness.
Dies
at
90
Winners for the evening were
ning at the Elk's Club. Those Mrs. Chester Walz, Mrs. Botsis, Lou. at home; the maternal McKenzie will head a citizens The Star of Bethlehem, No. daughter.Jennifer Lee, born
I She was a member of Provicommittee to make further sug- 40, OES met Thursday evening Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Michinitiatedwere Mrs. Ray LundMrs. Harry (Nellie) Vinke- ; dence Christian Reformed
Mrs. Jim Napier and Mrs. grandparents.Mr. and Mrs.
for a potluck at 6:30 p.m. fol- ael Sullivan,24
West 24th St.;
mulder, 90. of 185 East Eighth , Church and was an active memgren, Mrs. David Greener,! V*1^' Uud'zjk ...............Louis A,lena- lhe paternal
PhillipBaron, PTO president, lowed by a program, planned j a daughter, Christy Lynn, born
Mrs. Rocco Marone and Mrs. ’ <,
„ ' th
grandparents.Mr. and M r s.
ber of the Ladies Aid until her
luc led a business meeting. Mrs. by Stella Pippel, assisted by Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry ^1 died Sunday evening at
James
e r e the Mesdames
Roelofs .nd the
I final illness.
Nienhuis,
route
1,
Hamilton;
!Hollan(i
a
and Julie Nienhuis who has joined Ilene Robbins. Harlan Smith
Surviving are a son. John, of
Mrs. Gordon Emaus and Mrs. j Hudzik( Max Fjeidi Gerald Hui- f[eat ’ grandparents. Mr.
a son, Andy Mansfield,born two-month illness.
Mrs. L. H. Altena and Mr. and) the Longfellowstaff as a first acted as master of ceremonies
Holland: three grandchildren;
Edmund Beauregard are co- zeil> Leon Marsh, Frank Culver
Sunday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Bor"
Noordeloos.
she
lived
Mrs. Foster Mack, all of Hoi- 1 year primary teacher was pre- for an audience participation
in this area all her life. She: three sisters-in-law,Mrs. Ben
chairmen of the Officers Card and Howard Easterbrook.
Johnson, 566 East 8th St.; twin
sented by Mrs. Jane Lampen, game,
land.
was
a member of North Hoi- 1 Poll and Mrs. Reka Ortman of
Party to be held Thursday,!
Prizes were given to the daughters,Francis Marie and
land Reformed Church, t h e Holland and Mrs. Sena Bass of
Feb. 25, at the home of coSara
Anne,
born
Sunday
to
Hostesses for the refresh- ; newest members, Gretchen
No Injuries In Crash
Adult Bible Class and the Guild Grand Rapids and two brothersMrs. Walter Mayers
chairman Mrs. Russell Simpments were Mrs. Martin Har- : Ming and Sylvia Favreau. Mem- Mr. and Mrs Dale Bruischart,
Of
2
Cars
at
Zeeland
for ChristianService of the in-law, Andrew Bakker of Borson, 29 West 14th St.
Succumbs at Age 74
denberg and Mrs. John Bakker. bers belonging to the Order the 1671 State St., Holland;a son,
culo and Herman Ortman of
Other business conducted inMark
Paul,
born
Sunday
to
Mr.
longest
number
of
years
were
ZEELAND - Cars operated DOlJGLAS _ Mrs Walter w
Surviving
are
two
children, North Holland.
cluded the discussion of a speCliffordHopkins and Mae Pier- and Mrs. Paul Mulder, 70 West
cial function to be held March by Reella Ruth Goorman, 51, : (Mabel V.) Mayers, 74, of route
—
son who served as Worthy Ma- 29th St.; a son, David Craig, Mrs. Henry (Angeline)
18 for the nomination and route 2, Zeeland, and Betty 2, Fennville,died at Community
born Sunday to Rev. and Mrs. of Zeeland and John Vinkemul-I Fxf/ngu/sh Kitchen Fire
Iron in 1947-48.
election of officers. Installation Ellenor Barents, 47, 157 South Hospital Monday followinga
A skit "Henpecked Holler Craig Seitz, 68 East 22nd St. der of Holland; two grandchild-;Holland township firemen
plans were discussed and Mrs. State St., collided at 8:30 a m. three-month illness.
A son was born Monday in ren; seven great-grandchild- were called to the home of MelGossip” was presented by
Born in Ganges Township,
Simpson and Mrs. Robert Hall today at State St. and Lincoln
Helen Page, Ilene Robbins, Zeeland Hospital to Mr. and ren; two sisters, Mrs. Henry vin Brandt, 494 ButternutDr.
she was a life long resident of
were appointedinstallationco- Ave.
Eulala Padgett, Marie Rays, Mrs. James Roelofs,2508 Gloral (Allie) Geerts and Mrs. Wil- at 5:38 p.m. Monday where a
Police said the Barents car the area and a member of the
chairmen.
Several local business and; Betty Runyon. Myrtle Smith, Dr., Zeeland.
liam (Henrietta) Bremer, both frying pan on a kitchen range
Invitations in the form of was attempting a left turn onto Fennville Bible Church,
professionalwomen were guests Mae Pierson. Estelle Schipper
A son, Frank Scott, born Sun- of Holland and a sister-in-law, caught fire. Damage from
wooden shoes will be sent out southboundState and spun out Surviving are her husband, of lhe Altrusa Club of Grand and William Kemme. The next day in Douglas Community Hos- Mrs. Gerrit (Jennie) Kooyers smoke was said minor. Fireto all the Emblem Clubs in of control on slipperypave- Walter; a daughter. Mrs. Ernie Rapids at a brunch in Hotel regular meeting will be held pital to Mr. and Mrs. Frank of Holland. Another daughter, men remained at the scene
Michigan, Indiana and Illinois, ment into the Goorman car. No (Shirley) McFarland of Fenn- Warm Friend Saturday noon to March 4.
Jeanette died in 1959.
about 45 minutes.
Delp, route 1, Hopkins.
ville and two grandchildren.
and to Supreme Officers in injurieswere
discuss possibilitiesof organizing such a club in Holland.
end loaders which were removed by firemen and company
personnel. Damage estimateswere not set but Fire Chief
Richard Brandt doubted they would reach $75,000. The
cause of the fire was uncertain today after fire investigators
probed the damaged structure. Insulation in the ceiling of
the building burned and caused considerable smoke.
(Sentinel photo)
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Altrusa Club

1

For Holland

reported.

Muriel Herrick,

extension

chairman of the Grand Rapids
club, explained functions of the

and other members spoke briefly on service

organization
projects

on many

fronts.

Mrs. Jay Mulder of Holland,
assisted by Mrs. William Venhuizen, will serve as chairman
for a noon gathering Thursday,
March 11, in the hotel to pursue
further plans for organizing
such a club in Holland.
Altrusa is a service organization for executive and professional women in diversified

careers,with usually one

re-

presentative of a specific busi-

ness or profession invited to
membership. The key to what
Altrusa does is implied by its
name, a derivation of “altruism.” or devotion to the interests of others.
Each Altrusa Club is a vital
link in the Altrusa International service network that extends
to eight countries, Bermuda,
Canada, Great Britain, Guatemala, Ireland. Mexico, Puerto
Rico and the United States. Altrusa was founded in 1917.
Local

women

present at Sat-

urday’s gathering were Amy
Perkins, Frances Seats, Della’
Bouman, Mrs. Venhuizen,Mrs.

Gary Vreeman, Mary

Betties,

Ip.

CorneliaVan Voorst, Janice
Johnson and Mrs. Mulder.

MILITARY

RITES— An honor guard from
Fori Benjamin Harrison,Ind., carries the
casket of Sgt. Bruce Van Dam from First
Reformed Church, Saturday,following funeral services there. Burial was in Restlawn

Memorial Gardens. The son of Mr. and

Mrs. Reuben Van Dam, 224 West 17th St.,
whose wife, the former Christine Keyser of
Zeeland and son, Keith Alan, 8 months,
live at 229 2 West 17th St., was killed Feb.
7 as a result of hostile action in Vietnam.
1

(Sentinel photo)

Hits Rear of Car
A car operated by Jean E.
Wicrsema, 55, 360 Pine Ave.,
attempting a right turn into a
driveway from eastbound 32nd
St. 30 feet east of U.S.-3t Fri-

jday at 6:22 p.m. was struck
from behind by a car driven by
Kurt is J. Potter, J7, 965 Kenwood.

jjmmx
THREE INJURED—

Three persons, includingtwo members
of a Holland Christian High School wrestling team heading
for a tournament in Kalamazoo, were injured in a two-car
collisionalong M-40 at 48th St. at 8:39 a.m. Saturday. Admitted to Holland Hospital was Richard Aardsma, 55, 117
East 37th St., driver of one car (background).He suffered
nose, chest and right arm injuries. .Treatedat the hospital
were Henry De Jong, 17, 550 Pinecrest Dr., driver of the

other car, and a passenger, David Veldheer, 15, 136 South

Maple, Zeeland. De Jong was treated for mouth injuries
while Veldheer, son of Zeeland police chief Lawrence
Veldheer,suffered chin lacerations.Police said the Aardsma car was northboundon M-40 while the De Jong car was
heading south when the collision occurredjust south of th«
curve on wet pavement.
(Sentinelphoto)
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Seminary Chapel Setting
For Kolean-Boers

Vows

Said in Evening Rites

Zeeland Loses
GRAND

RAPIDS

-

North- VandenBeldt,g

they only

made

19 of 66 for 28

per cent.
Zeeland grabbed 35 team rebounds to 52 for the winners.
Forward Bob Johnson had eight
for the Chix while Mike Nyp
had 24 for Northview.
The Chix were charged with
12 turnovers while Northview
committed 28.
Nyp led all scorers with 28
points on 10 field goals and
eight free throws. Terry Hop
came off the bench to notch 22

markers for Zeeland

Rios,

2

3

6

6

10

22

.......... .. 1

0
0

2
0
3
2

f

........

Brinks, f ...... . 0
Engle, g ....... . 2

2

2
0
6

Totals ........ 19 21 19 59
Northview (68)

FG FT PF TP

2 0
0
8
0
2

Phillips, f ........

Ames, f ........ 0
Nyp, c ........ 10
Moerdyk, g ...... 3
Reamon, g ...... 1

2
0

0

3

28

4

2
4
Crawford,
...... 1 0 1
Averill,f ........ 3 0 1
C. Hendrickson, f 4 0 5
J. Young, c .... 3 4 2

10

27 14 20

68

g

Totals

6
4

2
6
8

Building

while

Johnson helped out with 11.
Zeeland crushed Northview,
87-61 in the reserve contest for
its 10th straight victory and
13th in 14 games.
Kurt Bennett and Steve

11

. 2

g

Hop,

Mark 50th Anniversary

Vows

Wassink-'Rutgers

Cold Shooting

view struck quickly and coasted to a 68-59 O-K White Division
basketball win over Zeeland
here Friday night.
The Wildcats took a 17-11
first period lead and built it to
38-28 at the intermission.
Northview hit on 27 of 67
shots from the floor for 40 per
cent while the Chix were colder than the weather outside, as

1971

Bassett scored 31 and 20

Permits Hit

$89,522

Mr. and Mrs. John Boersema
Mr. and Mrs. John Boersema, Mr. and Mrs. Peter (Erma)
9991 96th Ave., route 1, Zeeland, Bruins of North Blendon, Mr.
celebrated their 50th wed- and Mrs. Marvin (Viola) Vanding anniversary Wednesday
den Bosch of Rusk, Mr. and

re-

Twelve applicationsfor buildspectively for Zeeland.
The Chix, now (3-11), will ing permits totaling$89,522
were filed last week with City
host Wyoming Park Tuesday.
Building InspectorJack LangZeeland (59)
FG FT PF TP feldt in City Hall. They follow:
Russell Vande Poel, 202 River
Byer, f ..........
4
Ave.,
panel room in basement,
Johnson, f ........
1 ll
Schepel, c ......
4 $400; self, contractor.

by

entertaining their children,
grandchildren, brothers and sis- Mis. Lester BoerSema of Rusk,
ters at a dinner in the Rusk Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Boersema
Christian Reformed Church, of Allendale and Mr. and Mrs.

2 0 3

3 5
2 0 4

Mrs. Michael Jon Kolean
(Vin Ben Berqe photo)

Miss Jann Carol Boers and
Michael Jon Kolean exchanged
wedding vows Friday evening
in Mulder Memorial Chapel of
Western Theological Seminary
before the Rev. Ronald Beyer.
Mrs. Harold Molenaar provided
the organ music and accompanied the soloist, Mrs. Charles

pink roses.
Attendingthe groom as best

man was Marc Marcus while
Perry Van Den Oever and
Mark Van Rhee ushered.
The reception was held
Christ Memorial

in

nosegay of pink and

white

breath.

The maid

Electrical

Mishap

Burns Worker

of honor, Miss Susan Boers, sister of the bride,
Stanley Hamstra, 22, 202 Elwas attired in a ruby red velvet well Ct., suffered burns of tho
gown with ivory lace ruffles left hand and back of the head
at the wrists. She wore a in an electricalmishap Friday
headdress of pink sweetheart at 5:01 p.m. at Elzinga & Volroses and carried long-stemmed kers Inc., 86 East Sixth St.,
Holland police said.
Hamstra was listed in good
Condition Saturday at Holland

Diver Sundin

g

......

12 14

John Zwiep, 188 West 15th St.,
aluminum siding,$1,800; Alcor,
contractor.

Gelmer (La Vonne) Boetsma of
Zeeland.They have 23 grand-

where they are members.

Mrs. Vernon J. Wassink

The Boersema's have six
(Vm Den Bergc photo)
children and 10 great-grandFriday evening in the Bethany rise bodice of circled lace children, Mr. and Mrs. StanChristian Reformed Church be- circling the high neckline and ley (Ruth) Harsevoort of Rusk, children.
Hansen's Drug, 505 West 17th fore the Rev. Harvey Baas, also centered the bodice to the
St., enclose prescription area, Miss Linda Jean Rutgers waist. The bishop sleeve cuffs
$800; Alcor, contractor.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. were of matching lace. She
Twenty -Sixth St. Corp., 631 Stanley H. Rutgers, 57 West carried a flowered ball of white
Maple Ave., new building, $60,- 32nd St., became the bride of and yellow pompons.
000; Ken Bcelen, contractor.
The bride’spersonal attendant
Vernon J. Wassink,son of Mr.
Youth, those between the ages
R. W. Parkes, 125 East 34th and Mrs. Henry Wassink, was Mrs. Gerald DeWeerd.
Hamilton hit on 23 of 55 shots
HAMILTON
Hamilton’s
of 18 and 35, comprise the St., addition, $2,500; self, conHugh Wassink, brother of the
Hamilton.
for
42 per cent while the
gym
provided
just
the
right
major buying public of leisure- tractor.
Miss Mary Vander Hooning groom, served as best man.
Panthers
were 25 or 43 for 58
amount
of
medicine
as
the
oriented products, according to
D. Boer, 136 Glendale, kitch- was the pianist for the occasion. Arlen Dangremond seated the
Hawkeyes doctored its offen- per cent.
Wes Tebeau, director of the en cabinets,$800; Bill Boersma,
The bride was attired in an guests.
The losers were charged with
sive game Friday night to break
West Michigan Tourist Associa- contractor.
At the receptiop held in Van
ivory faille A-line skimmer, the
tion.
Tom Vander Kuy, 672 Lark- high rise bodice and high neck- Raalte’sRestaurant.Mr. and their two-game basketball los- three less turnovers than Hamilton, 16-13 in the exciting conTebeau spoke to Rotary Club wood, paneling and shelving, line of reembroidered alencon Mrs. Larry Haverdink were in ing streak.
The Hawks made some nice te^f
members Thursday and ex- $100; self, contractor.
lace formed the circle cuff of charge of the gift room. Mr.
Peter Monsma, 615 South
shots from the field and
pleased to see us
plained how the young people of
the tapered sleeve. An attached and Mrs. Michael Gentry were
.to ^in an^ ! thought that
today have become leisure- Shore Dr., house and garage, bustle train completed the gown. the punch bowl attendants.Mrs. excellent passing by
oriented and sepnd most of their $16,422; Vander Meulen Build- Matching alencon lace formed Robert Johnson registered the Grotenhuisand a 42 per cent M'hms, Grotenhuisand Jurnes
shooting clip to overcome Com,, .® 8ames ^or us ^°*
discretionaryearnings, those ers, contractor.
the camelot headpiece. She car- guests.
Ron Clapp, 563 West 20th St.,
stock
Park
in
the
second
half
n,f.
’
.sai<* ®osearnings set aside after all exThe couple left for a wedding
ried a white Bible with white
en route to a thrilling 61-60 \vhuis not only tallied 13
penses are taken care of, on panel attic room, $150; self, pompons and yellow sweetheart trip to Florida.
points but took down 19 reproducts for living the full life. contractor.
The new Mrs. Wassink is an victory.
roses.
bounds.
John
Gonzales,
251
Lincoln
Products such as radios, tv,
Miss Karen Rutgers, sister LPN at Holland City Hospital Hamilton’s win gives them a
Hamilton closed its home
Ave.,
panel
basement,
$150;
phonographs, boats, vacations
pf the bride served as maid of ' and her husband is employed 7-5 record in the O-K Blue Diviseason with a fine 7-1 mark.
and those consumer goods that self, contractor.
honor. She was dressed in a ! as an electrician at DePree sion and lifts its overall mark
Hamilton’sfine reserve team
Ed Ervin, 210 Brooklane, panwill allow for more leisure time,
to 9-6. Comstock fell to 5-7 in
brown satin skimmer with high I ElectricalCo.
chalked up its 13th victory of
such as automaticdishwashers el basement, $400; self, conthe league.
the season in 15 games in the
and convenience appliances,are tractor.
second half was 47-40, while the Carl potman, Ward Nyhuis, pre|jm contest 78.34.
West
Michigan
Furniture,
195
purchased.

WesTebeau

Hamilton Wins League
Thriller From Panthers

Guest Speaker

Reformed At Rotary Club

Church with Dawn Kolean attending the punch bowl; Beth
Kolean and Sally Boers registering the guests; Joan Hendricks and Debi Aalsburg, both
from Grand Rapids, arranging
the gifts, and Miss Laurel Kolean and Miss June Groustra of
Ann Arbor, pouring.

Vanden Berg.
Parents of the couple are
Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. Boers,
1522 Jerome St., and Mr. and
Mrs. Preston Kolean, 292 Third
Ave.
The bride wore an ivory gown
of satin peau with reembroiFollowing a wedding trip to
dcred alencon lace accenting
Chicago the couple will reside
the Victorian collar, empire
at 137 Howard Ave.
bodice and bishop sleeves.A
The groom’s parents enterdouble tiered mantilla which
tained with a rehearsal dinner
fell to chapel length, was also
at the Hotel Warm Friend.
edged with reembroideredalencon. She carried a colonial
sweetheart roses and baby’s

Walters,

-

|

some

,,

Larry

P.

West Eighth

He

St.,

remodel

kiln

pointed out that the youth
room, $6,000; Ken Beelen, conand young people of today are

better educated, more aware,
have /more social conscience,
than any of their predecessors
in the previous generation and
Hospital.
that there are more young peoPolice said Hamstra was ple now than in any time during
working on a blueprint copier the history of the world.
when the electricalmishap ocWith such a large youth popucurred.
lation,spendingbillions of dollars annually, the major pro-

tractor.

Ira

Christian

3:47 left in

Chalks Up

W.

Olin,

—

69-56 Win

“
thegame.

awgfytt
; ’

-

huis caught fire
eyes

;bl

order.d

E1,cns scored 17, 12, 11 and 11
p0ints rcSpec^veiy
for the
Guard Pete Lamberts paced HawkPVM ^
the losers with 22 counters
• iiamji,ftn

Although outrebounded,29-25
by the

Warren

jz&isi'UTis

11 points in that

tall Warriors, both Tul$

and De Groot did yeomans work

Steve Roden mustered

on the boards.

while
18.

Ilan""“n ,6U

FG FT PF TP

Slotman, f

....

..5 7 3
..0 0 4

17

The Maroons shot a very fine
Revenge was sweet for HolSchrotenboer, f
0
land Christian’sbasketballteam 53 per cent for the game, hitting range in the second half to
Nyhuis, c ...... ..
1
4 13
Friday night as they turned on 30 of 56 shots, on quarters of rack up its triumph.
Grotenhuis, g ..
1
2 11
At one time in tl
back a tough Muskegon Chris- 9-15, 7-15, 7-13 and 7-12, while
Busscher, g .. ..
6
14
1
tian five, 69-56 before a packed Muskegon was 40 per cent (21
Jurries, f ...... ..
0
0
2
Ira W. Olin, 66, 80 East 14th house in the Civic Center. The of 52), having periods of 5-10, by 11 points, 25-14. Shortly Roelofs, c .... ..
ducers of products for consum0
0
4
Holland High’s swimming
5-15,
5-13
and
6-14.
after, Coach Tom Bos inserted
er use, whether for leisure or St., was found dead Saturdayin Warriors from the Port City had
team absorbed its seventh deIn the prelim game, the Little Dave Jurries in the lineup and
as necessities,have had to a car parked at his home. downed the Maroons 81-69 in the
Totals
. 23 15 14 61
feat of the season, sinking
first
meeting
of
the
teams
this
Maroons
won 65-48, as Ed Hamilton'sreserve forward reDeath
was
ruled
by
accidental
change their whole approach to
Comstock Park (60)
58-47 at the hands of the RockMeiste led the way with 17 sponded to the challenge by givcarbon monoxide poisoning by season.
marketing and advertising.
FG FT PF TP
ford Rams Thursday evening
West Ottawa participated reChristian,playing an out- points. The Maroons led 16-12 at ing the Hawkeyes plenty of Hendee. f ........
medical examiner Dr. Warren
No
longer
are
marketing
and
4
in the Holland Community cently in the Solo and Ensemstandingdefensive game, gave the quarter, 35-27 at halftime spark on defense.
Westrate, police said.
Dykema.
f
....
advertising
claims
acceptable
..
0
4
2
Pool.
ble Festival held at Calvin
With Hamilton up by three Roden, c ......
He was employed at the motor the Warriors ail kinds of trou- and 4941 going into the final
unless they are truthful. The
..9
0
4 18
Paced by senior Jim Brad- College.
points, 61-58 and 33 seconds left
ble, as they kept the much tall- period.
Lamberts, g .. ..
fr
young people today will tune out installation departmentat Chris
5 22
ford with two first plyaces. the
Receiving first divisionratin the game, the Hawkeyes
er
visitors
from
getting
many
Keith
Brandsen
added
15
Craft
Corp.
Kimble,
... ..
2
5 12
Dutch couldn’t quite muster ings were Laurie Bjorum, oboe any claims that walk a thin
were called for an offensive Matthews,g ...
Survivors include the wife, good shots, and made them points and Rick Klompmaker10
...
0
2
2
the power to overcome the solo; Daryl Vande Hoef, trom- line between truth and fiction.
hurry most of their attempts.
for Christian, while Bob De, foul which gave the Panthers
0
2
0
Rams even though nine strok- bone solo; Deb Wies. clarinet Tebeau said that any produ- Pearl; four sons, Warren Fitts Phil De Jong, again playing a Young scored 18 for Muskegon two points to make the final Saloo, f ......
Nye, f ........ ..0 0 1
0
ers improved their previous solo; Mary Kolean, alto saxa- cer of consumer goods who ig- of Holland, Roger Olin, Grand
score, 61-60.
nores the youth population is Rapids, James Olin, Ottawa, role in which proper credit is Christian.
best times.
Comstock Park had trouble
phone solo; Kathy Combs, pi- ignoring a growing group that HI., and Mark Olin at home; often overlooked, did an excelHolland Christian (69)
Totals ........ 25 10 26 60
The Dutch regained their ano solo.
FG
FT
PF
TP
hitting from the floor in the
lent
job
running
the
team
as
two
daughters
Mrs.
William
will continue to grow and spend
poise in the 200-yard freestyle
16 second half against Hamilton’s .
Receiving a second division
in unprecedented(Dorothy) Brown, Holland, and playmaker, and was a tiger on De Groot, ...... 7
as Jim Bradford captured first
14 man-to-man defense.The Hawks
rating was Mike Bredeweg, amounts. The under-35 popula- Miss Eva Olin at home; a defense, breaking up several Plasman, ....... 6
place.
4 used a zone in the first 16 minMuskegon scoring efforts by Tuls, c .......... 1
trombone solo.'
brother,
Frank
Olin
of
Connection
now
stands
at
85
million,
Sprinter Dick Beedon regis19
utes of play.
Scholten,
g
......
9
stealing
the
ball
or
deflecting
Third division ratings were he said.
At
ticut; two sisters, Mrs. Bernice
tered his best time in the 50passes.
De
Jong,
g
......
2
el
received by Betty Maka, Vivian
McVittie,
Washington
D.
C.,
The club members voted for
yard freestyle,posting a :24.3
4
The Maroons never trailedin Mulder, .......
Talks
Slagh, Denise Rosendahl, three members of the board of and Mrs. Raymond Jacobs,
first place, while teammate Tim
Smith,
f
.......
2
the
game,
jumping
off
to
a
6-1
Evonne
Lucas
and
Nancy
Tripp directors,unanimously electing New Richmond, and a sister-inHolt chalked up third to give
Theta Alpha chapter of Beta
2
who composed a clarinet quin- nominees Harvey Buter, Judson law, Mrs. Helen Olin of Grand lead in the first minute and a Visser, c ......
the Dutch the edge 20-19.
2
half, and held a 21-14 margin at Schrotenboer, g
Sigma
Phi, met at the home of
Bradford
and
William
Jesiek.
tet.
Rapids.
Diver Dave Sundin broke a
0
the end of the first period, Klaasen,g ....
Mrs. Floyd Hutchins on Monday
team record to manipulatefor
which saw both teams shooting
evening.
first place with 189.50 points.
Muskegon Christian (56)
well, as Christian hit nine of
Bradford returned in the
Cultural topic from the Book
FG FT PF TP
15 shots for 60 per cent, and
400-yard freestyleto pull for
of
Beauty, Natures Landscape,
Muskegon five of 10, or 50 per Wolthuis, ....... 1
first place, with Dave Ter Haar,
GRAND HAVEN
After
cent.
Haney, f .........2
and The Artist’s Landscape was
a hard-working sophomore in
Judge Wendell A. Miles comTwice in the second quarter Knoll, c
third place with a 4:29.4 for his
. pleted his charge to the jury at Presenled by guest speaker Rothe Warriors came wthin three Wierenga, g ....
best time in that event.
j., 2:10 p.m. Thursday, in Circuit bert Sheardy, Art Historian
points, but the Maroons fought Sikkenga,g ...
The Dutch are now 8-7 in
jj Court, a motion by the prose- from Hope College. Slides were
off the challenge to take a 37-29 Delislager, f ..
dual meet competition and 3-5
, tutor to reduce the charge from shown dating [rom 14 B c on
lead at the intermission.
Okkema, f ....
in league competition.
c
sale of heroin to illegal posses- an • .
r
Christianhad three players Wagenmaker, c
Results in order of finish;
sion was accepted by the
ancient Is^e of Lrete to
in double figures at halftime,as Rop, g ..........
200-yard medley relay: Rockin the case of 18-year-oldPaul works of today’s artists, depictJerry De Groot, displaying exford (Carlson, Verduin, Kempf,
Totals
21 14 14 56 Sherwood, Grand Haven, and ing the differences between the
ceptional moves toward and
Pensyl), Holland (Wyckoff,
the defendant pleaded guilty. Natural, Impressionist, Expresunder the basket had 12 points,
Hakken, Beukema, Marlink).
His bond was continued and he sionism, Realist,and Modern
Ron Scholten, who seems to Three Boy Babies
Time 1:50.9.
will appear March 22 for sen- Realist,
have regained his marksman200-yard freestyle: Bradford
Born in Zeeland
President, Mrs. Hutchins led
ship tallied 11 on some fine out(H), Hulsebus (R), Maentz (H).
Sherwood and several other the opening Ritual and conduccourt shots as well as on drivThree boy babies were born north Ottawa youths were ar- ted the business meeting. A letTime 1:53.9.
ing layups, and Dan Plasman in Zeeland Hospital on Friday.
rested last September by area ter was read from Eta Gam200-yard individual medley:
had 10 on some good outcourt
A son, Larry Earl was born law officersand on Nov!' 23 he ma chapter asking the cooperaVerduin (R), D. Holt, (H),
shots and layups on the end of i to Mr. and Mrs. Earl McDlwain, pleaded innocent to sale of
Keen (H). Time 2:19.2.
tion of all the chaptersin sellfine
3460 47th St., Apt. 3, Hamilton. heroin, which calls for a man50-yard freestyle: Beedon
ing tickets to a style Show for
Randy Wolthuis,who came
A son, Brian Joseph, was datory sentence of 20 years.
(H), Biener (R), T. Holt (H).
the Dena Gladfelder fund. V.P.
off the bench in the earlier born to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Two men were arraignedon
Time :24.3.
Mrs. Robert Pitt reported on
meeting of the teams and scor- Nickels, 2680 Maplecreek Lane, felony charges in Ottawa DisDiving: Sundin (H), Randall
the progress of the Rushing
ed 24 points for the Warriors, Byron Center.
trict Court Thursday. John W. program for the spring.
(R), Rathburn (R). Points
Friday was held scorelessin the
Douglas Jay, was born to Mr. Palen, 20, Muskegon, charged The joint cultural which was
189.50 (Team record).
first half and notched only two and Mrs. David Blauwkamp, with breaking and entering, de100-yard butterfly: Kempf
postponed because of bad weapoints all night, as the Maroons 12146 James St., Holland.
manded an examination. He was ther, will be held March 1 at
(R), Beedon (H), Beukema (H).
stopped him cold.
released on his own recogni- the North Side Peoples Bank
Time 1:01.2.
Chuck Visser, moved up from
zance.
100-yard freestyle:Bastian
building. The all chapter potThieves Take Money,
the reserve team, started the
John R. Wilds, Jr., of Sault luck is March 15, at the VFW.
(R), D. Holt (H), Maentz (H).
second half at center in place Stamps From School
Ste. Marie, Mich., was arrested . Plans were made for the anTime :55.2.
of Phil Tuls who had three fouls
for non-support and waived nual Founders Day Dinner to
400-yard freestyle: Bradford
on him, and held his own Ottawa county sheriff's deput- examination.He must appear be held this year at the Tara
(H), Hulsebus (R), Ter Haar
against the Warriors, scoring ies are investigatinga breakin Monday in Circuit Court.
in Douglas on April 29. Theta
(H). Time 4:14.5.
one basket and playing a good at the Ventura school, 16811)
HONORED
BY
SCHOLASTIC
FRATERNITY
Vander
Werf
while
chapter
vice-president,
James Bol, 22, Grand Haven, Alpha is in charge of name
100-yard backstroke:Carlson
floor game.
— Former Hope College president Calvin A.
Dr. E. Mueller, professor of English, and
Ave. and Quincy St., where arrested for malicious destruc- tags and programs.
(R), Van Zee (R), Wyckoff (H).
The Maroons, scoring 16 about $25 in stamps and money tion of one of the glass front Social chairman Mrs. Lloyd
Vander Werf was honored Friday by the
Time 1:02.8.
president Dr. David. Marker, associate propoints in each of the last three was reported missing. Deputies doors of the county building, Dunwiddie reported the next
100-yard breaststroke: WaldHope College chapter of Phi Beta Kappa,
fessor of physics, looks on. The Hope Colquarters, continued to inch far- said entry to the school was pleaded guilty to a reduced social, a Spaghetti dinner, is
ron (R), Keen (H), Haverkate
national honorary scholastic fraternity,by
lege chapter of Phi Beta Kappa was formalther ahead in the second half, gained by forcing a rear door. charge, creating a disturbance, set for March 20, at the home
(R). Time 1:10.2.
being named its first honored alumni memly initiated Friday in ceremonies preceding
outscoring the visitors 16-13 and
400 • yard freestylerelay:
Deputies said desks and fil- and must pay for the door. of Mr. and Mrs. William Wiest.
ber. Dr. David Klein (left), professor of
the one honoringDr. Vander Werf. Dr. and
16-14 in the last two periods, ing cabinets were ransacked. He was placed on probation for
Rockford (Bastian, Ven Zee,
Lunch was served by the
chemistry at Hope and secretaryof the
Mrs. Vander Werf came to Holland from
and led 5342 going into the final The breakin, reported Thursday, three months and must pay $15 hostess and co-hostess Mrs. AlBiener, Pensyl), Holland (Jellihonorary fraternity,is picturedpresenting
Ft. Collins, Colorado especially for the oceight minutes. The nearest was believed to hive occurred costs. A $50 fine was suspend- len Hendricks.The hostess gift
son, J. Hofl, Marlink, T. Holt).
the symbolic Phi Beta Kappa key to Dr.
ed.
(Hope College photo)
Muskegon Christian came in the Wednesday.
was given to Mrs. Pitt.
Time 3:46.1.

Breaks Dutch

Team Record

66, Dies
At

Home

.

6
5

4
1
2

Rate Musicians

From West Ottawa

2 0 3
1

g

7
5
1
..0

I

money

f

ArtHlStOriOD

f

Hope College

toChopter

f

Pleads Guilty

To Reduced
Drug Count

f

l

-

,

.

court
I

tence.

passes.

casion.

-u

.
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Olivet

a lot in sports to denote

legislation to

genuine thrillers come along in
a given year.
When they do. they don’t

on

thrillingthan
in Hope College’s 104-92 basketball victory over co • MI A A
leading Olivet College here Saturday night in the Civic Center
before one of the season's larg-

jacked up

its prices

on the ore

land.

legislationwould rescind
an action that started in January, 1967, when President
Lyndon Johnson issued an executive order making it a criminal offense for any American

>

slugging jt out to see which was
the better team. And Saturday
it was no contest,as the Flying
earlier 102-65 loss to the

Van Haitsma, Debbie Walters, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Zwiers,
Rosie Hulst, Sheiti Timmer 344 Washington Blvd., and Mr.
and Pam Kraai. Rosie Jones and Mrs. Lester Sprik of Zee,
was unable to attend.
The bride was attired in a
Lunch was served by Mrs.
Ver Beek with Mrs. Agnes street - length apricot dress
Wharton and Mrs. A.L. Vander and coat ensemble. The
Kolk, Becky’s aunt from Lan- matron of honor, Mrs. Ervin

The

had everythingevenly matched teams

revenge from

remove the ban
chrome pre from

to an “intolerable” level.

est crowds.
The contest

Dutchmen got

prizes awarded to Nancy Fillis- ProvidenceChristian Reformed
ter, Shelly Blauwkamp,Debbie Church lounge with the Rev.
Vruggink and Kelly Wybenga. Jerrien Gunnink officiating.
Parents of the couple are
Others present were Charmaine

Rhodesia because Russia has

come any more

two

importing

an

Comets.

Hope

—

Marty Snoop of
Snoop stole the ball from an unidentified
College shown gojng for the loose basket- Comet player and drove in for a basket.

indS1a0trUto'Twarju"slb°"

So'urdoy night in the Ci.ic Center

one of the big reasons that the
Dutchmen upset Olivet College,

wos

Dan Shinabargerand Daag Smith at Hope

104-92.
Flying are also

seen in the photo.

(Hope College photo)

The regular meeting of

Tax Exemption

Deadline Near
Dance

not

By

Squares

.

.

Ric Scott
home

stars in last

tilt

Hope

United

College | dccorated with

V

D

a red

heart

Mr

b

^

Sc^lSSeMhl.,0

I

about Washington and Lincoln.
The Lord’s prayer was said in
unision by the group.
The traveling basket was
given to Mrs. Eulala Padgett.
Mrs. Kane reported49 cards,
30 calls, and 11 gifts were given
to the sick and shut-inthe past

and Mrs. Wayne

Wildschut

served punch.

Following a honeymoon in
Hawaii, the couple will reside

at 874 Columbia Ave.
March

5.

The

first

after

i

American woman’s

portrait on a U. S. stamp was
that of Martha Washington on
Mrs. John Zeh, Mrs. Kane and an 8-cent dark lilac stamp issued in 1902.
the hostess.
month.
Refreshments, were served by

:

Methodist
last year, some 110 senior citi- Ganges
Churches will be Feb. 28. at
zens and 25 to 30 veterans have
7:30 p.m. at the Ganges Church.
aHS'
U Russ n
W€re
Mr- and and
MrS- Mrs
Bdl not filed.
Coach
DeVette of UnnQ
Hop H°StS
Jacobs
and
The Ganges United Methodist
Applicants are asked to bring
made history in his 17th season c,aude Kctchum prjzes for (he a copy of last year's exemption: Church will be open for Lenat the helm o the Mchmen eveni|) were won
Rutb application where possible. l,en Devotionsstarting WednesUial at least for

First
Mr. and Mrs. William StrafUnited Methodist Church met; ing presided as master and
Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the home mistress of ceremonies at the
reception while Mr. and Mrs.
of Mrs. Enid Davidson.
The meeting was opened by Alvin Lanning were in charge
president Mrs. Marvin Rotman, of the gift room, Laurie and
devotions were given by Mrs. Julie Sprik. nieces of the groom,
Tom Kane who read poems registered the guests, and Mr.

,

^r8,

,

meets.

.

^

i

t

son of the bride, lit the candles
precedingthe ceremony.

the

friendly Bible Class of

the religious thoughts from Great Britain and that it Mrs. Harold Arens, 180 East
and a memorial for two deceas- was guilty of racial discrimina- 33rd St.
ed members, Mrs. Ami Miller, tion against its prftdominantely- Miss Johnson is a student
a long time member of the black population.
x-ray technicianat Blodgett MeA substantialshare of metal- morial Hospital in Grand Rapclub and Mrs. Winifred Cook,
one of the new members. Both lurgical-gradechromium ore ids and her fiance is employea
women died during the past requirements of the United at Holland City Hospital.
month. The program was given States came from Rhodesia beA fall wedding is being planby Mrs. Vi Galpin about the fore the decree was issued.
ned.
In 1963, Russia entered the
City Assessor Robert Nienhuis state of Illinois. Mrs. Hebbert
high-gradechrome ore exportentertained
with
several
organ
today reminded senior citizens
and veterans or their widows selections.The meeting closed ing business, and gained a subValentine
stantial share of the U. S. mareligible for tax exemption to with the collect.
The
program
committee
of ket in following years by
file applications for exemption
Held
the Ganges Garden Club, Mrs. underselling competition. When
as quickly as possible,and
sanctions against Rhodesia took
later than March 5, one of the
^IC^»
Bunkcl
Holiday
last days that the Board of and ^*rs- Bea Hutchins met effect the Soviet Union in
creased ts share of our market
The Holiday Squares,square Review
al t'ie '10me °,^rs:
dance club held their Valentine Nienhuis said his office does Is- Chase to prepare the 1971 to nearly 50 per cent, Hutchindance Saturdaywith .lay Bruis- not have time this year to pr°gram book for the Garden son said.
But the Soviets also found it
chat, the club caller, putting notify persons who do not apply Club.
The first parish Lenten Wor- possible, with competitionno
the 11 sets of dancers through for exemptions.The obligation
longer present from Rhodesia,
the pattern and singing calls. to file is theirs. Compared with ship service for the Fennville-

,

Lyle Sprik attended his brother as best man. Tom De Vries,

Holds Regular Meeting

man gave

Square

ensemble.

Friendly Bible Class

President Johnson’s action was
Miss Diane Lynn Johnson
the result of a decree by the
United Nations Security Council
The engagement of Miss
calling for a worldwide em- Diane Lynn Johnson to Loren
bargo against Rhodesian goods. Dale Arens is announced by her
The decree was based on the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
charge that Rhodesia had illeg- Johnson, 332 Westmont. Mr.
ally declared its independenceArens is the son of Mr. and

.

Koop, was attired in a turquoise
street-length dress and coat

sing, assisting.

to engage in trade with the
African nation of Rhodesia.

MARTY STEALS

Vries and Harlan Sprik in the

Games were played with

said Monday he will support

exciting contests but only a few

Wedding Vows

13th birthday.

WASHINGTON - Rep. Edward Hutchinson, R - Mich.,

close,

-

Evening

Ban Removal

“thriller” is used

Couple Recites

Becky Ver Beek Feted
With Party on Birthday

Becky Ver Beek, daughterof
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Ver Beek, Friday
8450 Whispering Pine Ct., Zeeland, was guest of honor at a
Wedding vows were exchanged
party Friday evening for her Friday by LaMae Zwiers. De

Urges Chrome

Team

104-92 Loss
The word

Engaged

Hutchinson

Hope Hands

1971

to substantiallyincrease prices.
High-grade ore is $75 a ton
today, compared with $25 per
ton before sanctions, he said.

“At the same time, Rhodesia
is able to sell some of its ore
in Europe and Japan at distress

Office personnel will assist day.*ronJ 6 to 8la m- aJd c,on'
^ncy Jacobs.
Guests for the evening were applicantsin filling out the jnu.,nS ,l!orT e.ach Wednesday prices. The products produced
They were only the firsthandMf and Mrs Gene Syn(jer Mr
using that ore compete with
dur,ng the Lenten seasonA current veterans check is Mrs. Jack (Hazel) Norman our higher-costproducts i n
“d not necessary this year, since of Glenn has retired from the world markets,” the Fennville
Miss Belva Rose Kuipers
South Haven office of the Mich- congressman declared.
the Statement from Benefit Payigan Employment Security Com“The situation has become Mr. and Mrs. Bernard KuipDtoS\rfheh
CelT Burdick.
ment Records will suffice.But
mission after 26 years of ser- intolerable.We are greatly de- ers, 22 West 38th St., announce
vice. Mrs. Norman held the pendent on the Soviet Union for the engagement of their daugh'5
“m, Jan5 !
position of stenographer and a raw material which is critical ter, Belva Rose, to Jack Brieve.
that h^
Sn the ?IZ
"Mrf
bri^
veteransapplying for the first secretary. She was honored by in our manufacturingpro- 105 East 31st St.
court with Olivet. When the:“r.aa"d Mrs- A1 Sclluito“'
Miss Kuipers,a graduate of
time must bring proof of home her fellow-employeswith a cesses.” he said.
Mercy Central School of Nursownership, discharge papers party and was presented a rose
eanh,>h team Wwas 'better ! Als0 Mr- and Mrs' Bob Kabering, is employed at Holland
better!nik and Mr. and Mrs. Bob and Statement from Benefit corsage, a sterling silver pin
Lincoln
and a cup tree.
City Hospital as a registered
Payment
Records,
or
a
curBW Vande Water of Holland,
Mr-. a"d Mrsri
Mrs. Joseph Sabo of Blue Star
nurse. Mr. Brieve will be a
rent check.
Has
who was honored for covering Bdl F^f”k G.SrSa\,^i[./"d
May graduate of Calvin ColAll
applicationsfor senior Memorial Highway is a patient
Hope College sports for 50 years
d™ GJIdn%^
Mr. and Mrs. John Rooks. citizens and veterans must be in Community Hospital, Doug- Students,teachers and par- lege.
in the basketballprogram, comAn August wedding is being
Western Springs, 111.
renewed every year. All appli- las.
mented, “the Dutchmen looked
Mrs. Ernest Curtis was in ents attended an open house planned.
Guests irom
from Holland
were mr
Mr. cation
forms must
must oe
be signed
signed.
like the team of old that would ^sis
nonana were
cauon torms
La *sine Thur^av a tend nB the Thursday at Lincoln School.
win MIAA title year - alter : and Mrs. B.11 Overway Mr. and Senior citizens applying 'o';1 boar71eeting of toe M chiean Over 50 per cent of the parents

applications.
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Open House

.

• COMMERCIAL

ALUMINUM

SIDING

and school
board members were also in

Mrs. Roy C. Lindberg has rehome from a vacation in | attendance.
rebounding the taller Comets, Bd' Blanb' Mr ,and Mra„Car'
Schedules of each teacher’s
New York with relatives.
Mrs. William Van Hartes- class was posted on the room
"d
Word has been received here veldt Jr. was transferred on doors- Parents not only visited
came in the first half. No Comet B°h AaldellPk..
of the death of Isaac (Ike) M. Monday from Holland City Hos- their own children’s rooms but
was able to take down o v e ; 0n Ma^h. 6 .,t1he. Holiday Wolbrink, 93, of Cedar Springs, pital to Community Hospital other classes as well.
four
[Squares Club w,ll travel U>
Parents were able to visit the
14 in New Port Richey, j Douglas. She is recovering from
Dan Shinabarger regainingWay,and '° rel'ieve the clubs Feb.
library, Mrs. Albertha Bakker,
Fla.
Mr.
Wolbrink
and
family
a
broken
hip.
• ' traveling banner.
his scoring eye against the
were former residents of Gan- Word was received from Mrs. librarian:gym classes with
Comets as he hit on 14 of 20
ges, being co-owner with his Joseph Hill and Miss Laura Mrs. Marcia De Young as
shots from the field for a blisterbrother,the late Orrin Wol- Butts, who are vacationing in teacher and art classes with
F.U.N.
ing 70 per cent mark and finbrink in the Ganges General Brownsville,Texas, that they Mrs. Karen Hicks as teacher.
ished the contest with 35 markInffFeb.
rvL» 12
10 with
Li a group *\t
Store for several years before left
of Parents also visited the room
Set
ers.
moving to Cedar Springs. vacationerson an 11-day tour of Mrs. Marjorie Van Wyk,

Ken De

Vries,

& ift^ Jc
caroms.

^

Mr. and

X

ii

1

ri

4

L

1

Metho-

pective participantsat the
with 11:46 to play in the second
church, Wednesdaynight, with
Farm
half with 10 points while guard
Mrs. Margaret Holcomb, the Bureau Women’s meeting was
John Martin, who was deadly on
The American Legion Counteacher, reporting on the cur- held Feb. 16, at the Farm
try Club was the scene Saturriculum,
the
planned
field
trips,
lnnghi0cUfiltdhrvll’cnn a i'V ufi h ^93 riculum, the planned field trips, Bureau Building in Allegan.
day evening for
Hawaiian
?
the hours for the various ages, The Lakeshore Farm Bureau
Luau given by Mr. and Mrs.
teammate Mali and °thcr
Discuasi°"
°f Ga"Saa Craig N y k a m p. Authentic
Lindsav for team
AI1 tests and insPectlons have a,ea was representedat the
Hawaiian settings provided the
The Dutchmen netted 39 of
by
m"' background for Miss Marion
shots from the field for a torrid hal^ena
.
Shackson who performed na56 oer cent while the Comets The Parents have chofn lhe I stanley Youn8- Mr- and Mrs- tive Hawaiian dances and taught
wenfsood on 13 of 73 attempts name’ ,he F U N- Sch001’ from Wa,tcr w‘ghtman and Mrs. Vi

HaWaiianLuOU

^^IcBa^Counly

7

^

cent
!e¥hSewas tie E
45

or

a

Plans-

honors

Mrs.

T

of

^

'

G™P

MrMand

^fi8

words First United N,,rse,'y’
Olivet was charged with six ,aken from
.name
the

William F.

Rocker,

!

^T8' Mm

^

pmgL"

j

PdT and Mrs' John Tammi of the' Ho“pe CoiMrs Kay Leipe lcf?e lheatre department and

thaf

I

te

Dutchmen out the

,ry

t

a Van
|

away

for good with

contest attcnd lhe

some

11:53

night gave several musical numbers

talk™

t0 share in discijss.ons t and Walter

a"d '-n

to play by scoring 10 points to

Wednesday

only one for the Comets to hold

Wightman gave

aboutthe^chool.
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So. Shore Dr.
GraafschapRd.

Home - Farm -Industry
Pvmps, motor*, tale*, lorvice
end repair*, lawn and Farm
Irrigation .induttriel tuppliai.

PUMPS

• ROOFING
• EAVES TROUGHING

HAMILTON

• SIDING

Mfg. & Supply Co.

Baby sitting service was provided with the assistanceof

For Over 50 Yean

,

Hospital Notes

St.

We

Miss Sharon Jean Grassmid

i

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Grassmid,
9210 Pierce St., Zeeland, announce the engagement of their
daughter, Sharon Jean, to Rich-

Admitted to Holland Hospital ard Lee Arendsen, son of Mr.
Monday were Cecil Daniels, and Mrs. Joe Arendsen, route
256 West 14th St.; Mrs. Gary 1, Zeeland.
Datema, 719 Ruth Ave.; Chris- An Aug. 20 wedding is being
tine Appledorn, 198 West 17th planned.
St.; Cynthia K. Rivera, 183
East 28th St.; Mrs. Truman
Hospitals List
Lee, 4551 66th St.; Gordon J.
Aldermk, Fennville;Deborah

Six

Water Is Our Business

Your Local Roofer*

29 E. 6»h

Hope College students. Refreshments were served throughout
the day by Mrs. John De Graaf
and her committee.

PH. 392-3824

783 Chicago Drive

39M693

Keep Holland Dry

[Tree estimates

COMMERCIAL>
INDUSTRIAL

BODY SHOP

RESIDENTIAl-

•

HEAVY SHEET METAL

•

AIR CONDITIONING

WORK

—

DUCTS

•

BUMP SHOP

WELDING
TROUGHING

HELI-ARC

•

Quality Workmanship

EVES
and GUTTERS

• BUMPING
• REFINISHING
t BODYWORK

New Babies

Lynne McFarland, Douglas;
Donald Mulder Jr., 15 Scotts In the new baby department
Dr.; Mrs. Clarence Stegink, at Holland Hospital it was a
daughter,MichelleLynn, born
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Moore, 1476 West Lakewood

HOLLAND
SHEET METAL

INC.

BARBER FORD

R.E.

US-31 end E. 8th

PHONE 392-3394
82 East 8th

1

1

1

1

j

area.

about

St.

PHONE 396-2361

St.

Blvd.

and Thomas Gullo, 1124 Ugion
Monday births included a
daughter, Denise Robin, born
Park Dr.
.^charged, Monday were to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Melton
Mrs. Daniel Ashbaugh and route 2, Hamilton; a daughter
baby, 3832 65th St.; Mrs. James
Lisa Ann, born to Mr. and Mrs
Atman and baby, 151 South Dale Berens, route, 1, Hamil
Division; Susan Baker, 105 ton; a daughter,Carrie Lynn
West 27th St.; Mrs. Thomas born to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Bubar, 203 West 38th St.; Mrs. Drenten, 92 West 16th St.
Claus J. Bushouse, 191 West
A son, Kurtis Lee, was born
11th St.; Cynthia Busscher, today to Mr. and Mrs. John

WANT SOFT

WATER?
CALL

__

/f rT

jt

KEYS

AND SAY

MADE
WHILE

YOU
WATCH
SAFES OPENED
AND REPAIRED

on

»

R

at

ROOFING

of Kalamazoo were Sunday evening.
a commanding 30-21 margin. Lou Hallacy Speaks
Guests included Mr. and Mrs.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
The surge was led by the hot f0 Noon Optimists
Lee Fickes of Grand Rapids.
hand of Shinabarger.who
)Vnn-e
are»a» an^?1.rSi Fred Wicht of Muskegon and
lied 18 of his 35 points in the Lou Hallacy, candidate for Roses mother, Mrs. Mabel
Miss Pam Van Strien of Grand 1025 Graafschap Rd.; Mrs. Meiste, 6239 147th.
first half. Most of his baskets Mayo of Holland, spoke to the Winne in Saugatuck.
Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Harold Fincher and baby, 204 A son, Chad Mitchell, was
came on long jumpers that Holland Noon Optimist Club
Joho Ryes, past president of
born in Zeeland Hospital on
Everyone
geeai Momlay af fhe Hofe, Warm
Monday to Mr. and Mrs. James
------------------- --- --------.
for us.
756 Sanders; James Hoekje, Holstege, 10324 Pierce St.,
He talked about city govern- Health substitutedfor Mrs. Aiienaaie
Hope (104)
route 3; Bill Peterson, HamilKG FT PF IT ment and how it functions.He Dexter Tiefenthal as the speak- Also attending from Holland ton; Marie Posma. 15 West Zeeland.
17 also mentioned the position the'er at the Ganges United Metho- wpie Mr. and Mrs. Gary Flint,
Snoap, f ......
22 mayor holds and the require- dist W.S.C.S.meeting Tuesday JJr. and Mrs. John Tammi, 28th St.; Louis Wierda, 415 Food Production Subject
Scott, f ....... .. 10 2
James St., and Mrs. Ernest
evening. Feb. 16 at the church Mr. and Mrs. Cal Nykamp, Mr.
Of Talk at Kiwanis Meet
5 in merits for the
2
Wolters,c .... ..
Wilson, 217 East Lakewood
.3
Specifically
mentioning
the
Mrs.
Tiefenthal
was
ill
and
and
Mr.sGarynVan
dampen,
4
..
Smith, g
Food productionin the Far
35 sewer and water treatmentfa- could not be
Mi. and Mrs. Perry Cornelis- Blvd.
Shinabarger,g .. 14 7
East
was the subject of a
15
cilities in the city and he told Kycs explainedto the group sen- Mr. and Mrs. Randy Dries..
7
2
Hankamp, c ...
talk by Earl Jacobsgaard, man2 what effect they will have on the work that is being done in en8a. and Mr. and Mrs. Del Mrs. Joe Diepenhorst
Harmclink, g .. .. 1 0
ager of Far East poultry operai) the surrounding townships in this field of education and Uverbeek.
2
Succumbs at Age 72
Edema, f .........
tions of a large U. S. feed supthe coming
showed colored pictures
GRAND RAPIDS - Mrs. Joe plier, at the Kiwanis Club meet39 26 20
Totals
(Cora) Diepenhorst, 72, of Grand ing Monday.
federal requirementsin the the children.
Olivet (92)
First in Music Festival
Rapids died Sunday at her home
Jacobsgaard'sspeech was ilKG FT PF P areas of health and pollution The Allegan. County Associa0
following
an
apparent
heart
lustrated
with color slides de2
control.
He
expressed
the
hope
tion
for
Retarded
Children
beThree
Holland
Christian
High
Newhouse, f ..... 1 0
picting farm operations in many
its
annual
membership
school
vocalists
received
“first”
attack.
4
..
4
O’Mara, f .....
She was born in the Holland of the countries of the Orient,
o
2
Maciasz, c .... ..
Program chairman was Wil5
17
of
confidence
to
work
together
Earl
Sorensen
is
the
volunteer
i tival held Saturday in Coopers- area and lived there until her
..
Martin, g .....
liam Sikkel. The invocation
..5 7 4
ville, Thomas Vanden Berg, marriage.
Lindsay, g
Surviving are a brother, Wil- was given by the Rev. Sam Wil6 communitiesin the Greater J Ganges Home Club met at Christian High vocal instructor,
0
Miller, g ...... .
0
liam Vanden Berg and a sister, liams and President Walter
I Holland
, the home
of Mrs. Hamilton reported today.
Nametz, c ..... .
Hibbert Feb. 19. The president.
2
3
Receiving the top ratings Mrs. Jennie Diepenhorst,both Martiny presidedat the meetWilliams, f ... ..
Mrs.
Vi
Galpin.
presided.
The
Seventy
per
cent
of
the
United
were
Manbeth Vander Ploeg, of Grand Rapids and several ing.
..
Pardise, f .....
2
0
4 States population lives on about meeting opened with the salute Sandra Van Hemert and Jan I nieces and nephews in the Hol- Thomas Radcliff, Lansing,
Dawson, g ..... .
land area.
was a guest.
to the flag. Mrs. Walter Wight- 1 Wiersma.
33 26 30
Totals

tal-

688

HOWARD AVE.

reading consultant.

628 Graafschap Rd.; Lt. Cdr.
the group to sing the “Little Albert Blake, SelfridgeAFB;
GalPinRalph Gerrits, route 3; Jennie
Grass Shack.”
The Lake Shore Discussion Costumes were judged by Scheerhoren, 274 East 13th St.,

heg f£st half adnd chanttd president, has asked patents of May Winne,
hands6 five times befole ^h e children aged three to five to and Miss Jane Van Hartesvddt Pp™Kv^restar;veardadto

inT

SERVICE

30 Years Experience

M00I

n

!

children.

li

Finishing

WATER WELLS

;

Survivorsinclude his wife, of Mexico.
Ruby; two sons, Howard of; Thomas Gooding returned
eer by swishing 10 buckets and
After months of preparation Cedar Springs and Donald of j home this past week from Blodtwo free throws for 22 points the pre-school nursery at the
Honolulu. Hawaii; one grand- 1 gett Memorial Hospital. Grand
while Snoap followed with 17
First United MethodistChurch daughter and two great-grand- Rapids where he was a patient
and hustlingJack Hankamp will open March 1, with morning
recovering from severe face
came off the bench to notch 15. sessions for children from three
Mr. Wolbrink was brought to cuts from a chain saw he was
Starting center Tom Wolters
to five years old. Registration
Blair Funeral Home in using trimming apple trees in
of Fennville ran into foul has been opened to families the
Cedar Springs and the funeral his orchard.
trouble and ended with 10 counother than Methodists.
was held in the United
ters.
There will be a meeting of dist Church Friday at 1:30 p.m. ip k |
U^rt
Last year's all - MIAA forparticipatingparents and pros- Burial was in Elmwood ceme- IMyKuriipS mOoT
ward Mike Maciasz fouled out

r

Wood
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Ganges

School

t

Lacquer

turned

r

Opening
Senior forward Ric Scott
For March
closed out his fine home car-

Brush, Spray, Airless

Mrs.

£,

“thT

RESIDENTIAL

Spray Painting and Hot

Phon* 392-9051
125

tors of other schools

cer.

Henry Hubsebas, Mr. and Mrs. number.

J
42

•

HOLLAND
READY ROOFING

with children at Lincoln School
visited the school. Administrathing in sight, passing the ball
with zip on every play and out-

JOHN STERK
Painting - Decoi ating

Tta

School

!

m

ROOFING

Combinations Changed
Locks Repaired

.

reliable s5.tv

PHONE 772-6471
OWNED

E. 8th. Holland
Easy Free Parking

RENTAL - HOME

208

COMMERCIAL

-

Tops In Service
Automotive
Windshields Replaced

HAROLD
LANGEJANS
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
and HOME BUILDER

• STORE FRONTS
• REMODELING
• CEMENT WORK

&

ConvertibleTops

ft Seat Covers
ft

Home
Window Glass Replaced

ft Screens Repaired
ft PITTSBURGPAINTS
ft Wallpapers
ft Mirrors

Commercial - Residantial

Auto Top

No Job Too Large or Too Smah
429 W.

22nd

Ph. 392-8983

.

9th

l

River

Inc.
396-4659

